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A B S T R A C T
The work reported in this dissertation is aimed at
determining a sufficiently accurate model for a section of a 
power station boiler plant so that at a later time, a fast-
time predictor instrument may be designed and tested without
interfering with the operation of an on-line boiler unit.
The mode 1 required for the predictor instrument is a
simplification of the simulation model. The instrument 
enables the o p e r a t o r  to predict, in a short time, how an
action taken now will affect tlie boiler unit in the future.
It is suggested that such ar, instrument would enhance the 
operator's ability to control the boiler thus providing 
faster response times to system and grid disturbances.
The dissertation includes a review of possible boiler control 
strategies. A motivation for a fast-time predictor instrument 
is provided. An analysis of mechanical engineering aspects of
the boiler and of simulation techniques enabled a model
satisfying the simulation objectives to be developed and 
Justifed. A technique is suggested for determining the
parameters for these models.
An attempt was made to identify the- model parameters b u t , due 
to the limited data available and a suspected violation of 
the Nyquist sampling theorem, the attempt was not successful. 
Some recommendations are made for improving the quality of 
the data logged.
It is concluded that a simulation model for the boiler 
processes can be obtained and that the parameter estimation 
technique is feasible, but that the complex task of 
system identification will require a considerable effort.
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION
The increasing demand for electrical energy ensures the 
ex i stance of the Electricity Supplier for the foreseeable 
future. Modern technology in the First World, and the
industrialisation of Third World countries has dictated a 
steady growth rate in the industry since the major strides
taken s q long ago by Michael Faraday and James Watt. 
Today's 600 MW and even rarer 900 MW boilers are indeed very 
differei t from early drum boilers; the original kettle 
included 1
The demand for mo^e energy has been matched only by man's 
incorrigible greed for profits, and these combine to form the 
much quoted theories on Economies of Scale. To maintain the 
growth rate, the demand for greater efficiency has 
necessitated a considerable investment in research and 
development. Before progressing to larger more efficient
units present units must be w e '1 enough understood. The
technology must exist for satisfactory control. Taking a
step up the ladder of boiler size would be sheer folly 
without the supporting technology. The increase in
efficiency is often only marginal and any unforeseen problems 
could thwart the rules of Economies . • * Scale until such time
as the technology again exists.
One such advance has been the development of the single-pass 
boiler unit. Far less water is in the boiler at any
instant. The water present only cycles once through the
tube banks being converted directly from water to superheated
steam. Such units have a far more rapid response time. It 
should therefore be possible to provide a better response to 
system disturbances and hence an improved service to the
consumer. This response time results in a plant inherently 
more difficult to control. The time available within which
the operator must perform adequate control is much reduced. 
Conditions can and occasionally do develop too swiftly for 
meaningful operator intervention. This difficulty is further 
compounded by the human controller's inability to
satisfactorily perform more than second ordur control, The 
operator can comprehend 2nd order simple harmonic motion, but
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4th crder harmonic motion is considerably more comp 2 ex 
(Sheridan, 1974),
1 ^_1 THC GENERAL CONTROL PROBLEM
The increased speed o-f the unit, response time, resulting 
in reducing starting costs, can only be beneficial i-f 
the control exists to adequately cope with the problems 
resulting ■from faster response times. Complete
automation of the unit is not yet considered a viable 
proposition. Confidence in such a system is not yet
adequate. The social implications of such a development 
also require serious deliberation. The operator must 
therefore remain an essential element of the feedback
loon. Additional information or assistance must be made 
ava .able, to the operator, to improve unit
controllability. An instrument providing this support
should enhance the operator's a e 1 1i ty to control the 
unit.
A modern 600 MW Benson once-through boiler unit of the 
type in operation at Duvha Power Station in the Eastern 
Transvaal has a designed cold start to full load start-up 
time of eight hours (FIGURE 3.4). The consequences of a 
boiler unit trip results in many lost generating hours. 
All fir© must be removed and all fuel purged from the 
system. If repairs are required the system must be
cooled enough to allow access for the maintenance crew, 
If no damage has occurred the boiler must be allowed to 
reach conditions from which the unit may be restarted.
To avoid complications, operators prefer to start up the 
boiler at a much slower rate than intended. This
ensures that stresses in metals, due to thermal effects, 
remain at a minimum. The more typical start-up time is 
then twenty four hours. Due to maintenance problems and 
failure of sub-systems even this figure is optimistic, as 
consecutive start-ups are aborted, resulting in delays of 
a couple of days. During this time vast quantities of 
oil and coal are consumed with no power being generated.
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The e x c e s s i v e  s t a r t - u p  time c o n s i d e r a b l y  c o m p l i c a t e s  
m a i n t e n a n c e  s c h e d u l i n g  and the pro v i s i o n  of a 
s a t i s f a c t o r y  s e r v i c e  to the end user. S y n c h r o n i s a t i o n  
time, when the gen e r a t o r  is linked to the national grid, 
ma v  b de la/ed b - forty eight ho urs or more.
1.2 THE P A R T I C U L A R  P R O B L E M
One p a r t i c u l a r  p r o b l e m  of the t/pe d i scu ss ed a bo ve  is 
that o+ the s team t e m p e r a t u r e  control at the inlet to the 
■first steam attemper ator ( FIGUR E 3.8) . T h < t at tempor ators 
add sprav water to the sy s t e m  to control the steam 
tem per at ure. The at t e mpo ra ted ^ t e am is then s u p e r h e a t e d  
and at t em po rated -f u r t> e r i r. a number of stage s before  
d r i v i n g  the turbine. The first at temper ator inlet
t e m p e r a t u r e  must remain wi thin c o n t r o l l a b l e  bo u n d s  to 
e n s u r e  tha+ late r he ating and spr o water stages are able 
to pr od u c e  s tea m of tho riqht qu ali ty  or use by the 
turbine. Tbojld this t e m p e r a t u r e  be too high the
se dit ion r f spr ev water rna y be in su fficien t to m a i n t a i n  
control of the steam t e m p e r a t u r e  at the inlet to the 
turbine. An e x c e s s i v e  t e m p e r a t u r e  will al so p r o d u c e
high meta 1 s t r e s s e s  wh ich  may result  in a boiler trip. 
Thi s t e m p e r a t u r e  has a t e n da nc y to change ve ry rapidly, 
c o m p a r e d  to the s -stern r e s p o n s e  times, p r e v e n t i n g  the 
op erator from taking  s a t i s f a c t o r y  control action. The
transfer functi on r e l ati ng  the s t e a m  t e m p e r a t u r e  to the 
d i s t u r b a n c e  is tho ught to include real po les c lose to the 
origin. The op erator id not ca pa b l e  of a d e q u a t e l y
c l o s i n g  the loop in this case. In an atte m p t  to
prev e n t  the rate of tube e x p a n s i o n  e x c e e d i n g  its maximum, 
the o p e r a t o r ’s r e a c t i o n  may c ause an o s c i l l a t o r y  r e s p o n s e  
w hi ch  me/ result in a unit trip due to the m a x i m u m  rate 
cjf c o n t r a c t i o n  b ei ng e x c e e d e d . This may result in
da m a g e  to the unit in whir:h case the boiler would need to 
be cooled s u f f i c i e n t l y  to a l l o w  repair work to take 
place. At the very least a p u r g e  cycle will be r e q ui red 
end a warm start initiated.
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1.3 THE PROPOSED SOLUTION
The purpose of the project described in this report is 
to investigate a way of providi k ; the operator with
additional information enabling him to take satisfactory 
control action. The operator should remain an essential 
element of the control loop making use of information 
that has been suitably processed and displayed by the
proposed instrument. He would be able to try new
techniques for control purposes without catastrophic
delays. The Instrument could also be used as an on line 
training aid enabling operators to use different mills 
and firing rates to maintain the steam Attemporator inlet 
temperature.
The remainder of this section discusses the strategy and 
approach, to the above problems, that have been adopted 
in the present study.
1.3.1 THE GENERAL TECHNIQUE
A fairly simple mathematical model for the plant, in 
this case the boiler, is obtained. Given certain
inputs this model can be used to predict what the 
output should be in the future. Ideally, the 
execution time of the prediction model must be many 
times faster than the 1 1 me constants of the real 
plant. This enables the operator to see, in a few
minutes, what effect an action taken now, is likely 
to have on the plant in a few hours time. Should
action taken now result In an unsatisfactory 
prediction then the action can be cancelled or 
altered immediately.
Because of the nature of Escom’s generating plant it 
is not possible t,o run tests directly on the boiler. 
In order- to verify that the fast-time predictor 
instrument does indeed work therefore requires an 
additional more sophisticated model to simulate the 
boiler plant. This enables the predictor instrument 
to be tested against the simulation. It would also
Paye 4
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be possible to determine whether a meaningful 
improvement in controllability is apparent with the 
predictor instrument in operation. Once the
necessary confidence is obtained, a hardware 
implementation of the fast-time predictor instrument 
could be undertaken. Again verification would take
place against the boiler simulation. The final
stage would then be to transfer the instrument to the 
plant and test its effectiveness in actual operation.
1.3.2 THE SCOPE OF THE WORK UNDERTAKEN
A mathematical model for sections of the boiler unit
is required to form the basis of the detailed 
simulation described above. The scope of this
thesis is limited to the development of such a model.
The model must be of sufficient accuracy such that at
a later stage it can be used to verify and evaluate 
the fast-time predictor instrument.
The nature of the problem precludes several mode 1M  ng 
technioues. It is not practical to perform step
tests on the power station units. The large number of 
unknown parameters requires considerable numerical 
processing capability. Off-line modelling
techniques are therefore required to determine these 
parameters. The chosen method for realisation of the 
mode 1 foilows.
Data from the plant was logged from the relevant data 
points at a sampling rate of one sample every five 
minutes. The most suitable data set was determined
from the data logged. Enthalpies from measured 
temperature and pressure points were obtained for the 
steam and flue gases, A maximum livelihood parameter 
estimation technique was employed to develop a 
multi-input multi-output auto-regress i ve moving 
average model from available data. Algebraic 
manipulation of the resulting transfer functions 
yields the cell transfer function model. Finally a 
state-space cell model was obtained from the cell 
transfer function model.
Page 5
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This complicated procedure is made necessary by the 
unavailability of information concerning intermediate 
mills supplying the furnace.
1.4 AN OVERVIEW OF THE DISSERTATION
This report discusses in detail the methodology behind 
the adopted approach. This is covered in Chapter 2.
Considerable space is allocated in Chapter 3 to providing 
the necessary mechanical engineering background material 
that is required to appreciate the complexity of the 
generation unit, and in particular the boiler. The model 
is discussed in Chapter 4 and Chapter S. The first of
these chapters Is devoted to the physical definition of 
the model while the latter is concerned with actually 
obtaining quantitative data on the model parameters. 
The success of the model is discussed in Chapter 6 along 
with a brief section on other attempted modelling 
techniques. Finally, Cha" - r 7 suggests some future
work for the continuation > '• project as well as some
important conclusions.
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To improve the plant efficiency and to ensure that certain 
parameters remain bounded requires some form of additional 
control. Mention of control immediately brings to mind open 
and closed-loop systems. Open-loop systems have their
inputs derived on 1v from a control law and no consideration 
is made of the process output. The relationship between
input and output must be well defined and time invariant to 
ensure a bounded output. These truly open-loop systems are
rare since the operation of the unit observed is seldom well 
defined. The output is therefore usually monitored and the 
input adjusted accordingly, hence the term c 1osed-1oop 
control.
M a n v plants make use of fully automatic c 1osed-1oop 
control. The control of these plants is transparent to the 
operator or higher-level controller. An example is water
level in a tank, or fluid flow regulated by a valve. Once
the requirements have been established automatic control 
ensures that these requirements are satisfied. An
alternative form of closed-loop control involves manual 
control. In manv systems it is the operator who observes
the output and through his experience of the plant
manipulates the Inputs to achieve desired results. The
human operator is slow to react, is more unreliable, is
easily bored but has one saving grace, his reasoning ability. 
What then are the advantages and disadvantages of these two 
forms of control?
2.1 AUTOMATIC CLOSED-LQPP CONTROL
Closing the loop with automatic control enables the human 
operator to be removed. Many design techniques for
automatic control may be employed These include:
a) Classical Single Input Single Output Control (SISO)
b ) Transfer Function Techniques
c ) State-Space FeedLack Control
d ) Adaptive Control
Page 7
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In the following sections, the various available 
techniques for automatic control will be reviewed. For 
the purpose of this report automatic control specifically 
excludes all forms of manual control.
2.1.1 CLASSICAL CONTROL
The techniques of SI SO control (Dor f , I960) do not
readily app1v themselves to complex systems. The
use of PID controllers in individual feedback paths 
is rarely satisfactory if attempted in isolation. 
Interaction terms in a system make the PID 
controllers extremely difficult to adjust for optimal 
performance. The effects of system non-linearities 
are transmitted through all loops via interaction 
terms. The system must be well known for effective 
control. That is, enough knowledge about the plant 
must be available to allow systematic tuning of the 
PID controllers. The PID controllers would be tuned 
so as to reduce interaction to a minimum. In a large 
system the use of PID controllers in all loops makes 
this approach costly.
2.1.2 TRANSFER FUNCTION TECHNIQUES
The matrix multivariable form of this technique 
allows considerably more freedom than classical 
control. Popular design techniques Include non- 
inter acting control, decomposing into dyadic matrix 
form, characteristic loci, Nyguist array and the 
inverse Nyguist array (Owens, 1978). These techniques 
are aimed at either eliminating, or reducing the 
interaction terms to an acceptable level. Extensive 
use is made of eigenvalue and eigenvector methods. In 
the first three techniques mentioned this can involve 
complicated controller matrices and indeed these 
matrices may include non-linear or irrational 
functions of the Laplace operator 's’.
For all these transfer function techniques methods 
exist for determining system stability. The effects
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of n o n - l i n e a r i t i e s  on the system can be determined 
within acceptable bounds using describing -function 
techniques. Transfer function design techniques are 
more effective than SISO Control since interaction is 
largely limited. They are also more robust to
parameter changes unless the order of the system is 
large.
2.1.3 BTATE-SPACE FEEDBACK CONTROL
Classical control and transfer function techniques do 
not easily adjust to system changes. These changes 
may result from alterations in the required plant 
perfomance or could be a result of a system 
reconfiguration. These two methods would usually 
require total revision of controllers. This task is 
considerably simpler if state-space techniques are 
used. The manner in which cascaded systems are
represented in matrix form allows each sub-system to 
retain its own identity within the matrices 
representing the sys tern. Should a section of the 
model change or operate about a new steady-state
value then the transfer function controller or PID 
controllers must be recalculated or retuned. This is 
not the case in a cascaded state-space model where 
only the relevant sub-matrices need be altered.
A suitably chosen controller enables the poles and 
zeros of the system to be placed where required.
The multivariable equivalent for PI control may also 
be used (Owens, 1981). The techniques for determining 
the stability of the state-space approach, as well as 
noh-1i near effects, are not as easily applied as 
those defined for the transfer function techniques.
As with the transfer function techniques, the
robustness of the method reduces considerably as the
order is increased. Variations in the actual system 
variables could greatly affect the intended control
action. In extreme cases this may be unstable.
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2.1.4 ADAPTIVE CONTROL
An approach most suited to problems where parameters 
are known to vary is one of adaptive control (Astrom, 
1973 and Astrom, 1977). The particular downfall of
all the above techniques is their lack of robustness 
or the sensitivity of the output to changes in 
parameters. Disturbances in the form of noise or
unmeasurable input parameters may considerably affect 
the ability to control the plant. A technique for
tracking these parameters could then be used to 
continually re-define the control law ensuring that 
the required effect is obtained at the output. 
Figure 2.1 shows how the inputs, outputs and
internal states could be used in a parameter 
estimation algorithm. The most recent parameters
could then be used to determine the parameters 
required in the feedback loop to obtain the desired 
control. The most popular of these algorithms is
the recursive Ir.iSt squares technique. For a high
order system the computation involved in determining 
first the plant mode 1 parameters and secondly the 
controller parameters may be excessive.
OUTPUTINPUT
CONTROL LAW 
SYNTHESIS
PLANT
FEEDBACK
CONTROLLER
PARAMETER
ESTIMATOR
FIGURE 2.1: THE BLOCK DIAGRAM FOR AN
ADAPTIVE CONTROLLER
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The adaptive controller above is t he only automatic 
closed-1 oi'ip control strategy capable of performing 
• h. rnmp 1 e 1 as-1 of power station control. Adaptive 
i. f n i i er r arc <? t i 1 1 in their infancy and often 
r r cc,‘« Me; able process i ng power to be
e*fpc f i x n . Power f r l tec. hniques coupled to the 
nercess.tr - processing power would enable such a 
By Bt eiii t p i" or r or t . r r-r.pnnd to nun • 1 i near i ties and 
disturb am e for mot. t of its operating time. The 
r i s l Hi ft t". i'. ist t hat the disturbance may be
suf f i r. i er.t 1 / neat to cause the controller to 
cr-nverge tn a new non optimum or unstable state. The 
robustness of tie cor trailer c e n not be guaranteed 
o v c  a su* f t e i er> t 1 v wile range of inputs. The 
r a rf i d e r I r . in 11e s trat e g . is not yet sufficiently 
h-qt * o a 1 * iw adapt, i s' controllers total control of 
sens- t i-v e h . ih 1 . r.omp 1 • D / c t, em s .
The h imar r ; ■ ‘ a 'rr is better suited for dealing with
u r, i, c l  a 1 or unexpected inputs. His knowledge, after
countless ear s of power station control, cannot be 
ignored. The concept of expert systems (Dud a , 1981
and Merry, 1 t?r*? > would have to be introduced to the 
control s t «• a *• e g before the operator could be freed 
for higher level control tasks. An expert system
a t t e m p t  e, to form a vast core of knowledge assembled 
f ► nrr man relevant sources. These sources would
include information from the system designers, the 
manufacturers, the system engineers and the operator. 
The m - r e c r M  - collated information would make 
available tn the controller the same decision making 
powers previously executed by the operator. The
expert r, ntern would finally have a major role to play 
in determining what state the plant is presently in 
and hence which control law should be implemented 
(FIGURE 2.2). Only with the aid of such an expert
system, would the adaptive controller be capable of 
informed meaningful control action.
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OUTPUTINPUT PLANT
PARAMETER
ESTIMATOR
EXPERT
SYSTEM
CONTROL
SYNTHESIS
LAW
FEEDBACK CONTROLLER
FIGURE 2.2: THE ROLE OF EXPERT SYSTEMS
IN ADAPTIVE CONTROL
2.2 THE MAN IN THE LOOP
The previous section discussed some o-f the techniques 
available for automatic control . While many o-f these
techniques would be quite satisfactory for low level 
control, none of the techniques warrants sufficient 
confidence for use at the much higher level of the unit 
control room.
The human operator still has an important role to play in 
closing the loop. Today’s role of the operator in the 
feedback loop is discussed followed by an alternative 
approach to this role.
2.2.1 SIMPLE CLOSED-LOOP CONTROL
The technology exists to reliably control a large 
number of m 1 nre' power station functions. These 
include low I evei regulatory and sequencing control 
such as small motor and pump starting and lubrication 
controls, positional control of valves, velocity
Page 12
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ccitrol o-f conveyers and speed cor tr a 1 of the
turbine. Higher level control may include flow
rates, firing rates and steam temperature.
Experience has shown that the low 1 eve 1 functions 
have good reliability. The operator is then
justified in allowing automatic, control of these 
loops. Should these loops foil or loose control,
monitor ing equipment infor ms the operator who then
tales the necessary action. The disturbance caused
b. the failure of an automatic control loop is
usual 1 . minor .
Higher level automatic control loops have alarms. 
These allow the operator to assume that, the automatic 
controller is performing satisfactorily. The
operator-set, alarms warn him uf an/ problems that may 
develop enabling him to take corrective action.
Control ran be returned to the automatic controller 
once the operator has returned the system to a 
b u i t a b 1e state.
At a still higher level the operator will himself 
spend time monitoring parameters and taking action 
thus closing the control loop (FIGURE 2.3a)). As
technology improves, low level control loops could 
have redundancy. High level loops will run with
sufficient reliability and control capability to 
reduce the requirement for operator intervention to 
extreme cases, Loops presently requiring the full
time monitoring of an operator will be closed with 
low levels of reliability. They will still require
attention but at an alarm level. This will free the 
operator for still higher control strategies.
A drawback of t he supervisory role of the human 
operator, at some levels of control, (steam 
temperatures, e t ■ . ) and the f u 11 time monitoring by 
the operator, in order to close still higher level
loops, is that all these control strategies cannot 
run faster than real-time. The operator can only
know the effects of changes in the input after the
Page 13
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system has responded. This response time is in
certain cases considerably longer than response times 
o+ F,ub-Bystems relying on the same outputs. Control 
o-f these sub- systems is then very difficult and 
indeed marginally unstable.
2.2.2 PREDICTIVE CONTROL
An alternative method •for relieving some o-f the 
pressure on the operator is to Introduce some 
assistance in the form of a predictor instrument. j
(Sheridon, 1974 and McCormick, 1964) A predictive |i
control strategy enables the operator to see the jl
r
effects of changing inputs, not in real-time but in a ^
fraction of real-time. If the change in input does i(!
not produce the expected output given by the
predictor instrument, the operator may then re-adjust
tne inputs until satisfactory output is a a eved. ',{
i)
The operator can then be reasonably confident that 
suitable control action has been taken without having 
to wait for the plant to respond. The final plant
response may not be exactly as predicted but should :'1
be fairly close. Experience would eventual 1y enable ,
the operator to control the output using the •'
predictor Instrument as a guideline as we 11 as using
his own knowledge of the predictor and plant
behav iour.
Consider the configuration shown in FIGURE 2.3a). In 
order for the operator to achieve a first order
response at the output he must be capable of
adjusting the plant, input in such a way that the 
plant, which in this casae has a 4th order transfer 
function, behaves like a 1st order system. In
FIGURE 2.3b) the same plant hati a predictor r
instrument linked to it. This has the effect of 1
i j
providing some feedback around the original plant
(Kelley, 1958). The characteristics of the original 
plant are modified accordingly. The effective plant
now controlled by the operator is enclosed in the ,
dashed line. To force the plant to behave like a
Page 14
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1st order system the operator now only needs to 
control a 3rd or even 2nd order effective plant. 
This task is more easily within his grasp than that 
of controlling the 4th order system.
DEMAND
OUTPUTOPERATOR PLANT
a) PLANT CONTROLLED ONLY BY OPERATOR
DEMAND
OPERATOR PLANT
OUTPUT
FAST TIME 
MODEL
OPERATOR
DISPLAY
b ) PLANT CONTROLLED BY OPERATOR WITH 
AID OF PREDICTOR INSTRUMENT
FIGURE 2.3! THE ROLE OF THE FAST-TIME
PREDICTOR INSTRUMENT
The benefits of a predictor instrument are that $ it 
allows the operator to try new techniques for more 
effective control without undesirable consequences 
since the operator may alter any dubious decision 
long before the plant responds and it reduces the 
complexity of the plant being controlled. The
technique was first suggested for use in an analogue 
system for assisting operators in maintaining the 
trim on a submarine. This plant has multiple poles
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close to the origin (Kelley, 1958 and Ke1 ley, 1962) . 
A more recent use has been in the aircra+t industry 
(Riepe, 1983) •for assisting with landing approach 
paths.
2.2.3 THE APPLICATION TO THE PROBLEM OF BOILER 
CONTROL __ _____ _______________________ _ ______
An initial investigation indicated that operators 
experience considerable difficulty in controlling the 
first at temporatnr inlet steam temperature. It 
becomes extremely hard to regain control of this 
temperature once it begins to fluctuate. Since the
temperature rise is ve*’ -• swift, a quick response is 
essential, A consequence of these temperature
fluctuations is excessive metal differential
temperatures which ma • result in high stress areas. 
Failure of these areas is not desirable and attempts 
to prevent the critical condition being reached, 
after the temperature rise starts, often results in 
the boiler unit tripping. Usually this is a result
of the operator over-reacting.
TEMP
max
m 1 n
TEMP
max
a) ACTION TAKEN AT AN b ) ACTION TAKEN TOO LATE
EARLY STAGE
FIGURE 2.4: OPERATOR REACTION TO POTENTIALLY 
CRITICAL TEMPERATURE RISES
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Consider FIGURE 2.4a). The operator sees the
temperature straying beyond the controllable range of 
the at temperating water and initiates excessive 
control action resulting in this temperature cooling 
to such an extent that excessive contraction of the 
metal occurs and the unit trips. A less excessive
action would have kept the temperature within the 
required bounds. Another cause of tripping occurs 
when the temperature rise has progressed to an 
advanced state (FIGURE 2.4b)) and desperate action by 
the operator causes the temperature to swing rapidly 
towards the lower limit and a trip due to excessive 
contraction occurs. A final case occurs when action 
taken is insufficient or too late to prevent the 
maximum differential temperature from being exceeded. 
The only acceptable control is that of curve 1. To
achieve this additional information is required to 
give the operator an idea of how much action will be 
required to maintain satisfactory control.
A fast-time predictor instrument is well suited to 
such a problem. To control the at temperator steam
temperature of FIGURE 2.4 the operator may adjust the 
feedwater flow, the firing rate or the choice of 
burners to be taken out of, or placed in service.
The advantages of moving fire around the combustion 
chamber enables the flame temperature at the outlet
of the furnace to be reduced. Increasing the overall
firing rate increase the steam temperature at the 
outlet of the upper part. These combined actions
serve to decrease the temperature gradient across the 
metal walls. The feedwater rate need not then be 
altered, and as long as the control action taken is 
subtle no disruption of the steam supply is 
necessary.
2.3 THE PLANT SIMULATION
The fast-time predictor instrument has the effect of
reducing the complexity of the plant that the operator
has to control. The predictor model need not be
Page 17
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accurate for significant reduction in system complexity 
to be achieved (FIGURE 2,3). Verifing these statements 
would ultimately require that the fast-time predictor 
instrument be linked to the real plant. Due to the
nature of the plant, a high degree of confidence must 
exist in the equipment before tests can be run on the 
boiler unit. All attempts must be made to ensure that the 
data provided to the operator by the fast-time predictor 
instrument is as accurate as possible.
A simulation is therefore required to enable the 
technique suggested to be verified and later
demonstrated. From the simulation model a simplified
fast-time model can then be created.
The range of techniques available for determining the 
model is severely limited. Input and output information 
is easily measured. No measurements are possible for
the assumed or suggested state-space variables. Step
responses cannot be used since it is not possible to 
perform step inputs to the coal mills. This is,
however, possible for oil firing. Intermediate burner 
levels are often not used during a start-up and the 
effect of these burners cannot then be determined by 
using input and output information.
A technique to determine these intermediate transfer 
functions is discussed in Chapter 4. Chapter 3 provides 
the necessary background on the boiler.
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The condenser, boiler, turbine and generator together form a 
single unit within a power station. In order to understand
the operation of any single process within the unit it is 
necessary to have an appreciation of the combined processes. 
This will enable high level control strategies as well as 
aspects on *,team and energy flow to be discussed.
This chapter discusses the complete energy generating unit 
and some control strategies before considering, in more 
detail the operation of the boiler. In turn, this will pave 
the way for a greater appreciation of the complexities facing 
the operator and engineer in controlling the vital steam 
temperature that this dissertation is primarily concerned 
with, namely the first attemporator inlet steam temperature.
3.1 THE BASIC OPERATION OF THE UNIT
The explanation of the basic unit operation is
facilitated by considering three aspects of unit 
operation, namely, the steam cycle, the energy cycle and
the start-up pr -zedure (Babcock, 1935; Central , 1971 F
ESCOM, (8 and 9)$ Hollis, 1982). The following sections 
refer to FIGURES 3.1 and 3.2.
3.1.1 THE STEAM CYCLE
3. 1.1.1 THE FEEDWATER PUMPS
Treated water is forced through the
steam circuit by the feedwater pumps. These
supply high pressure water (up to 20 MP a ) to the 
boiler unit. The water at this stage has a
strictly controlled purity which is essential to 
prevent scaling taking place in the boiler 
tubes. Scaling results in a degradation of the 
heat transfer characteristics within the boiler. 
These deposits also cause hot spots on the heat 
transfer surfaces which result in excessive metal 
stresses and possible tube failure.
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CHAPTER 3 AN OVERVIEW OF THE BOILER
3.1.1.2 THE BOILER
The boiler unit heats this highly pressurised 
water from roughly 40°C to 500°C . The mass flow 
rate of steam through the boiler mus t necessarily 
be of the same order at the input and output. 
The ability of the boiler to supply power to the 
fo'lowing stages is measured by two parameters, 
pressure and enthalpy. Pressure is a measure
of the quantity of steam available, while 
enthalpy measures the quality of the s team 
available. The boiler must supply enough steam of 
wuificient quality to match the load requirements 
of the turbine-generator.
A secondary function fulfilled by the boiler is 
the reheating of steam exhausted from the high 
pressure turbine for use in further turbine 
stages.
3.1.1.3 THE TURBINE
The turbine converts the available steam energy 
from the boiler to rotational energy as 
efficiently as possible. The turbine unit
consists of a number of stages, each designed to 
use steam of a different pressure. High pressure 
steam from the superheaters of the boiler unit is 
fed to a high pressure turbine. This exhaust
steam is reheated by the boiler before passing
through an intermediate pressure steam turbine. 
The final stage is a low pressure turbine which 
extracts further energy from the exhaust steam of 
the intermediate pressure section.
It is essential that only steam of sufficient 
quality is supplied to the turbine. Only 
superheated s team is permissible since water 
vapour in saturated steam could condense in the
supply tubes, or in the turbine itself, causing
contraction and corrosion which may result in
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extensive damage. During the start-up procedure 
steam bypasses the turbine until satisfactory 
steam conditions exist.
3.1.1.4 THE CONDENSOR
For an acceptable cycle efficiency to be achieved 
the exhaust from the turbine low pressure section 
must be maintai »d at a sufficiently low 
pressure. The cc densor cools the steam output
causing condensation which provides the necessary 
vacuum for the turbine. Incondens i b 1e gases are 
removed by a vacuum pump. FIGURE 3.3 shows
quite c 1 ear 1> that this is the primary source of 
heat loss in the generating cycle. The ability
of the turbine to convert heat to mechanical 
energy must therefore be viewed against the 
necessary condenser plant making such a system 
feasi b 1e .
The condensate is then returned to the water flow 
(FIGURE 3. i) at the inlet to the feedwater pumps. 
Constant monitoring of the water ensures that the 
quality of the water is maintained; in particular 
the oxygen level or aeration of the water must be 
monitored. The condensate continues to circulate 
in the steam cycle with any losses being made up 
from the water treatment plant.
3.1.2 THE ENERGY CYCLE
3.1.2.1 THE COAL MILLS
Coal from the Duvha open cast mine stock pile is 
transported by conveyor belt to hoppers for each 
unit which in turn, feed the the coal mills. 
There are six mills per unit each supplying fuel 
to different levels within the furnace. The
mills crush the coal and mix it with heated air. 
This primary air carries the pulverised fuel, in 
suspension, to the furnace where it is mixed with
Page 23
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secondary air to ensure that sufficient oxygen is 
available for complete combustion of the coal to 
take place.
5. 1,2.2 THE AIR SUPPLY
The air inlet is situated near the top of the 
boiler house. This slightly warmer air is drawn 
into the system by forced draught fans. It is
heated by the flue gases in the airheater. Two
air flows are evident at this stage, the primary 
and secondary air flows. T e primary air flow
is fed to the millo where it removes moisture 
from the coal and carries the pulverised fuel to 
the boiler in suspension. The secondary air is
heated to prevent flnme chilling from occur i ng as 
well as improving the thermal efficiency.
3.1.2.3 THE BOILER
On entering the boiler t he airborne coal is well 
mixed, by swirl vanes, with secondary air. 
Sufficient air must be supplied to ensure that 
all the fuel is burnt. The oxygen content of the 
flue gases is mon z tor ed to provide an indication 
of the combustion process. No ox gen detected
in the flue gaaes means that unburnt coal is
leaving the furnace. Toe much oxygen indicates 
that too much air 1b :?r-: r supplied. Less air
is then fed to the furncze enabling the drv flue 
gas losses to be reduced =
The flame is carefully controlled to ensure that 
combus ion on 1v occurs in the fire xhamber. 
Burning coal ((sparklers; or burning gases, present 
in the convection section of the boiler could 
cause k 1 inker formation or excessive metal 
surface temperatures. A similar problem arises
when large drop lets of oil arc? carried into the
convection area. The flashpoint of the oil
may be reached at a later time causing unwanted
Page 24
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fire. (Oil is burnt to promote flame stability 
under transient conditions.)
Heat radiated from the furnace and heat carried 
by convection currents is absorbed by the side 
walls and the tube banks of the boiler. The
point at which the water is converted to
superheated steam occurs in the furnace side
walls. Further heating takes place in
superheater and reheat tubes in the convection 
section of the furnace. A vital part of the
boiler plant is the steam attemporatore which add 
water to the superheated steam thus controlling 
its temperature.
The flue gas leaving the furnace is drawn through 
an ai rheater and through precipitators where
99,8% of all airborne ash is removed before the 
gases are vented to atmosphere. Soot blowing
with high pressure steam is undertaken twice
daily in an attempt to prevent particles settling
on heat transfer surfaces and degrading system
performance.
3.1.2.4 THE TURBO-GENERATOR
The turbine was discussed in SECTION 3.1.1.3. 
It is worth repeating the importance of avoiding 
condensation in the turbine. Metals in the
turbine are machined to very fine to 1erances and 
expansion or contraction by only a small amount 
is all that is required for surfaces to touch. 
The turbine casing is seven times heavier than 
the turbine shaft and hence different rates of 
expansion are present in each. Barring gear
continually rotates the turbine-generator shaft 
to present deformation, even when the unit is not 
1oaded.
The load angle of the generator determines the 
power supplied to the national grid and hence the
Page 25
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turbine b team demand. The generators are
capable of delivering 660 MVA at 22kV. The
generator conductors are water cooled while the 
stator and rotor are encapsulated in hydrogen. 
A boiler trip should result in the turbine- 
generator set tripping. If this does not occur
the load angle of the generator will slowly 
reverse until the generator draws current, from 
the national grid, in order tc drive the turbine.
As is evident from FIGURE 3.3 only 28% of the 
available coal energy is finally consumed by the 
nat iona1 grid.
3.1.3 THE GENERA, START-UP PROCEDURE
The typical cold start and warm start curves are 
shown in FIGURES 3.4 and 3.5.
The first stage in the start-up process is to 
establish satisfactory conditions for air flow. The 
induced draught and forced draught fans are started. 
All secondary air dampers are opened and the boiler 
is purged.
The oil burners may be ignited after it has been 
verified that water is present in the evaporator 
tubes. At this stage it is essential that the dry 
superheater steam surfaces are not subjected to 
temperature^ above 600°C. The circulation pump should 
now be moving water through the economiser, division 
wall and evaporator tube sections. As the temperature 
in the system is raised by the oil burners 
evaporation begins to take place. The blowdown 
vessel level controller attempts to maintain the 
water in the system at a constant level, hence the 
feedwater pump starts making up the level in the blow 
down vessel as the circulating water component is 
reduced. During this time steam i s allowed to 
circulate in the superheater and reheater tube banks. 
This steam bypasses the turbine and its pressure
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CHAPTER 3 AN OVERVIEW OF THE BOILER
is controlled by the high pressure and intermediate 
pressure reducing plant of the turbine. When suitable 
steam conditions exist steam may be fed to the 
turbine.
Once suitable steam condition exists in the 
superheater tubes the first of the coal mills may be 
started. This causes a significant rise in
f eedwater temperature at the economiser inlet. 
Shortly after the first mill has been started 
satisfactory steam conditions should exist tr bring 
the turbine up to synchronous speed. Oil burners
are removed as the mills are loaded reducing the 
firing rate slightly. This must be done to prevent
the maximum temperature rise of 6 °C per minute 
being exceeded on the heat transfer surfaces. 
Synchronous speed can be reached once the boiler is 
generating 30% of full load. At roughly 45% of full 
load sufficient heat is available to convert all the 
water to steam in the evaporator screw wall. The
circulating pumps are removed from service and the 
level in the collecting vessels is allowed to fall 
away completely. Total evaporation now occurs in
the evaporator. The boiler is said to have entered
its Benson mode of operation. The water now only
passes once through the system as no recirculation 
occurs. Up until this stage the boiler had the
multipass characteristics of a drum boiler.
The firing rate is adjusted to maintain a steady 3° C 
per minute temperature increase in the 'superheater 
(S/H) and reheater (R /H ) tubes. After the steam
temperature reaches f. 400°C conditions exist to allow 
the unit load to be increased more rapidly. In
preparation for this, extra coal mills are started, 
Finally the firing and feedwater rates are raised, 
thus increasing the steam pressure and the capability 
of the unit to do work.
It is critically important for reasons of flame 
stability that the oil burners corresponding to a
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particular burner level are ignited before the mills 
are started.
3.2 THE CONTROL NODES
3.2.1 THE REMOTE OR CO-ORDINATED MODE
It is possible to control the unit remotely. This
requires a signal to be supplied to both the boiler 
unit and the turbine. The boiler controller ensures 
that sufficient fuel and water is fed to the boiler 
for the required steam enthalpy and steam pressure to 
be achieved. The turbine controller ensures that
the differences between the desired output and the 
obtained output, is r uced by altering the generating 
angle. Up until synchronisation time occurs the
turbine will match the speed of the turbo-generator 
to the quality and quantity of the available steam.
Co-ordinated control may bo initiated from the
control desk. It may also be remote 1y controlled
from Escom’s centralised control centre at Simmer
Pan, Germ i s t o n .
3.2.2 THE BOILER FOLLOW MODE
Should problems occur with the turbine plant then 
the turbo-generator can be manually controlled. The 
boiler could then be set to a following mode in which 
the firing rate and f eedwater flow rate are
automatically adjusted to match the demand from the
turbo-generator. This also enables the boiler unit
to maintain a steam reserve should there be problems 
with the turbine or generator. The boiler can
discharge 33% of its full load steam to the 
condenser. If the emergency is known to be
temporary then the boiler unit will not have to 
reduce all of its load. Hence it can match the 
turbine’s requirements more quickly when the turbine 
load is again increased.
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3.2.3 THE TURBINE FOLLOW MODE
The more common source of trouble is the boiler unit. 
In this case the turbine can be made to follow the 
steam output of the boiler unit. This form of
control can be used during a boiler start-up when the 
turbine adjusts its speed to use the available steam. 
Once synchronisation has occurred the turbo-generator 
adjusts the generating angle to match the available 
steam output.
3.3 THE BOILER IN MORE DETAIL
The cross-sectional and plan views of the boiler are 
shown in FIGURES 3.6 and 3.7. The steam flow through
the relevant heating surfaces is discussed (FIGURE 3.8.) 
as well as how the air and fuel enters the combustion 
chambers, radiates energy to the side wall heating 
surfaces, transfers heat to the heater tube banks and 
finally leaves the boiler as flue gases.
3.3.1 THE CONVERSION OF WATER TO STEAM
3.3.1.1 THE ECONOMISER
It has already been mentioned that the water fed 
to the economiser is recycled condensate from the 
boiler. These tubes are preheated by other
steam systems before start-up. The initial
temperature at the econom i ser inlet is 80°C. 
This rises to 225DC at full load. The water,
under pressures of up to 20 MPa, is warmed by 
flue gas convection flow over the economiser 
tubes. The majority of the heat available in
the flue gases has already been extracted by 
lower tube banks. The heated water leaves the
economiser after passing through a header 
allowing temperature mixing and pressure 
equalization. The wr ter is still in liquid form 
at this stage.
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3.3.1.2 THE DIVISION WALL
The division wall consists of many parallel 
vertical tubes which carry water. The pane 1 is
suspended from the top of the combustion chamber. 
The panel divides the combustion chamber into two 
equal halves and receives radiated energy from 
both halves of the furnace ( FIGURE 3.7 ). Water 
fed to the division wall in liquid form leaves 
the division wall as water but at a much higher 
temperature.
3.3.1.3 THE SCREW WALL AND THE UPPER PART
The water from the division wall feeds the 
evaporator heating surfaces. The evaporator is
divided into two sections, the screw wall and the 
upper part. The screw wall consists of helical 
tubes rising around the walls o i  the furnace. 
At the top of the combust ion chamber these 
spiralling tubes feed into a header tube. The
water is then led upwards through the convection 
section of the boiler in vertically rising tubes. 
During start-up, the water is in its liquid phase 
in the screw wall and upper part. Once the
circulating pumps have been removed from 
service the point of evaporation moves into the 
screw wall and upper part. At full load, direct 
conversion from water to unsaturated steam occurs 
in the F,f:rew wal 1 .
3.3. 1.4 THE STEAM ATTEMPORATOR AND THE 
 ____________RE-CIRCULATION S\ STEM____________________
The upper part tubes feed another header which 
contains water jets. When steam is being 
produced at the upper part outlet these jets are 
used to control the temperature of that steam. 
At this stage, any steam generated elong with any 
water is carried to the collecting vessels. 
Here the at t emporated steam component conti nu&s
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to further heating stages. The water component
is fed back to the feedwater pumps and economiser 
inlet by the re-circulating pumps. This accounts 
for increases in the economiser inlet
temperature. As more and more water is
converted to b team the feedwater rate
increases to maintain the collector tank level. 
A stage i n reached where the feedwater rate no 
longer consists of circulating water. It is no 
longer necessary to remove water from the 
collecting vessels to maintain a specific level. 
At this stage all feedwater is condensate. The
water level controller in the collecting tanks i© 
then removed from service, the circulating pumps 
shut down and the water level is allowed to fall 
away as the rate of evaporation increases.
3.3.2 THE TRANSFER OF CHEMICAL ENERGY TO THE STEAM
Air and coal are thoroughly mixed on entering the 
boiler ensuring even combustion. The combustion
chamber is fed by six levels of burners. There are
four burners per level ( FIGURE 3.7 ). The chamber 
itself is divided into two sections each half of 
which is fed by twelve burners. Unburnt coal and ash 
is either carried upwards by convection or falls 
downward to be removed by sluice water in the bottom 
of the furnace. Combustion of the coal must be
confined to the furnace. Unburnt coal or
"sparklers" carried onto the tube banks above the 
combustion chamber directly results in high metal 
temperatures and may result in slag forming on the 
tube banks or on the side walls. Thermal efficiency 
is reduced, hot spots occur and falling k 1 inker may 
do damage to surfaces below.
The flame requires careful control if the necessary 
results are to be achieved without damage occurring. 
The three main parameters affecting the flame 
condition are:-
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\
I) the time taken for particles to burn
ii) the flame temperature 
iii) the turbul since of the air/coal mixture.
These parameters depend on another list of factors:-
1) The flow rate of the fuel entering the furnace:
This determines how close to the nozzle 
combustion takes place. Low velocities can
cause nozzle damage, It is not always
possible to simply reduce flow rates of all 
mills in operation if individual flow rates 
drop too low.
2) The volatile content of the fuel:
Fuel of a low volatile content, results in a 
long time required for combus i on and hence a 
longer duller flame. Fuel of a high
volatile content requires less combustion 
time and has a short bright flame.
3) The fineness of the fuel:
Should the mill feed rate be too low 
excessively fine powder results. This
increases the chances of explosions in the 
feed pipes and in the mill. Too coarse a
fuel results in "sparklers" within the 
furnace being carried upwards into the 
convection zone by the flue gases.
4) Insufficient secondary air pressure:
Too little air results in not enough oxygen 
being supplied to allow the coal to burn to 
completion. Too much oxygen results in 
large dry flue gas heat loses. F 1uctuat i ohs 
in the secondary air pressure directly affect 
the air/fuel ratio (point 7 ) .
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S ) Incorrect swirl vane settings:
If insufficient turbulance exists to mix the 
secondary air and the pulverised fuel mixture 
then incomplete combustion may result. Too
much turbu1anee produces a very ragged flame. 
Either condition can lead to instability of 
v' e flame.
■stioii air temperature*.
Tc 'aw a combustion temperature caused by 
coo 1 secondary air, or too small a fire, 
results in flame chilling. The flames have
ragged edges and unburnt particles ‘ are 
carried away by the flue gases. To prevent 
this, oil burners should be reigni ted if the 
flame temperature drops too low.
7) The Air/fuel ratio;
A rich fuel to air ratio causes puffing in 
tht> furnace or uneven combustion. This is 
strong 1y linked to swirl vane settings and 
secondary a * r pressure. Too weak a mixture 
results in flame chilling and high flue gas 
losses.
Most of the parameters mentioned above are those that 
usually fall within the operator's control. Certain 
factors do however change on a daily basis. These
include volatile content, moisture, ash content and 
total calorific value of the supplied coal. A daily 
"proximate" analysis of the coal is done by the 
station chemist. This information is available to 
the operators. These parameters assist the operator 
in determining what the full load fuel flow rates 
will be and how to modify his control of the plant to 
deal with fluctuations in coal quality.
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3.4 SUMMARY
The Information presented in this chapter serves to form 
the background information necessary for- latter chapters, 
The quantity of information about global aspects of unit 
operation is vast and earlier sections have attempted to 
provide the minimum necessary information. Further
information is available in Babcock, (1955) and Central, 
(1971). More detailed information on the specific plant, 
in this case the Duvha Power Station boilers, can be 
found in ESCOM.iS)? ESCOM, (9) and Hollis, (1982).
A second objective has been to emphasize the difficulty 
of determining firing effect n , expec i a 11y as discussed in 
SECTION 3.3.2. fh i r; is the largest difficulty in
determining system parameters and serves to verify the 
arguments for predictive control laid tmt in Chapter 2.
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4,1 INTRODUCTION
In order to adequate 1y predict changes in the first 
a 11 emporator f team condition, an accurate mathematical 
mode' for the combustion chamber and heat transfer 
surfaces must be obtained. This work is particularly
concerned with the effect of individual furnaces on the 
at temper ator steam condition. For this reason it i ss
essential to consider the energy available at each 1 eve11
within he furnact rather than considering < he more
macroscDf r case of total energy inflow against total
energy ov flow. The latter approach is more usually
considers: . The energy supplied at each level of the
bailor forms the most comp 111 ited aspect of this work. 
This aspect is further compounded by little published 
work being available on the effects of the individual
burners on the boiler characteristics. The science of
combustion is largely a black art and simple models for
flames and the resulting radiation du not exist.
The uncertainty associated with the flames has been 
avoided by rather considering the energy transfers across 
the cell boundaries. All inputs, outputs and state
variables were therefore chosen in terms of energy flow
rates (J /s ). The exception is the flue gas
temperatures. The pressure of the flue gas remains
close to 1 atmosphere. ihe temperatures may then be
related to the energy flow rate with the use of gas 
tables (Keenan, 1983). All heat transfer from flue gases 
to side walls results from radiation and convection. 
Conduction is not considered as a significant heat, 
ransfer mechanism.
Steady-state equations for the he.it transfer are shown in 
later sections of this Chapter. Radiation effects
result in highly non-linear temperature relationships. 
These may be linearized using a Taylor series expansion. 
An alternative approach which u«ses least squared 
interpolating technique is suggested in Append i x A.
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The sources of energy available at ea ' level can be
listed as energy due to:
1) Secondary airflow 
i i) Coal 4 .nw rate 
ill) Convectim airflow 
1v ) Re-radiation of energy back to furnace from 
side walls.
This energy is then available for heat transfer to: 
i) The division wall 
i i > Th ' screw wall and upper part
iii) The tube banks, economiser, superheaters and 
reheaters. 
i v ) The ai r heater b 
v ) The boiler exhaust gases
This chapter is concerned with energy transferred to the
division wall, screw wall ant! > pper part. The other 
energy absorbing surfaces are not t onoider od since they 
occur after the first attemporator in the steam cycle.
Two models for the combustion chamber and heat transi?' r 
surfaces are to be obtained. These are: 
i) The transfer function mode 1 
i i) The u* at e-space model
The chapter continues by def ning the bon i o for these 
models. The steady-state energy transfer equation is
investigated. This assists in the understanding of the
two models which are described later in the Chapter. 
Chapter 5 explains how the model parameters may be 
Owtai ned.
4.2 A LIST OF NECESSARY PARAMETERS
F : i = 2 to 7 i The mass flow rate of coal for
C all 4 burners in the i’th cell l
F , : i = 2 to 7 ; The mass flow rate of the oil i h
° the i’th cell ;
A/f : 5 A ratio of the air to fuel
(volumetric) 5
kg/s
kg/s
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The secondary air duct 
temperature which is assumed 
the same for all levels ; ° c
The surface area of the screw 
wall and upper part heat trans­
fer surfaces in the i'th cell.
Note that A _ to s2
A^_, are equal i m
A , : i = 1 to 9 id i The surface area of thedivision wall heat transfer
surfaces in the i’th cell.
Again A to A,_ are equal d 2 d 7 i m
H : i = 1 to 9 The total energy flow rate at 
the centre of the i’th cell i J/B
s , : i = 1 to 9 $
5 1
The energy absorbed by the 
i’th cell evaporator 
surface per second i j / s
The energy absorbed by the 
i’th cell division wall 
surface per second S J/s
Qa , ; i = i to 9 ; The energy carried away from 
the i’th cell by convection air 
f 1ow per second t J/s
E . : i « i to 9 }s 1 The energy re-radiated from 
the i’th cell wall of the 
evaporartor per second ; J/s
E . : i = 1 to 9 ;d i The energy re-r ndiated from the i’th cell wall of the 
division wall per second 1 J/s
T ; i = i to 9 ; The temperature at the core 
of the i’th cell I °C
B : i = i to 9 ;s i
The surface temperature of the 
evaporator absorbing surface 
of the i’th cell « °C
The surface temperature of the 
division wall absorbing 
surface of the i’th cell i °c
Calorific value of coal 
Calorific value of oil
; J/kg 
I J/kg
c : a Specific heat of secondary 
air assuming constant pressure
Density of secondary air
Density of coal
; J/kg.1
, , , 3
i kg/m
$ Ug/m3
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Ts : The secondary air duct 
temperature which is assumed 
the same for all levels ; D c
Asi : i = 1 to 9 ; The surface area of the screw 
wall and upper part heat trans­
fer surfaces in the i'th cell.
Note that A _ to 
s2 A are equal s / i m
A , : i = 1 to 9 ;d i The surface area of the 
division wall heat transfer 
surfaces in the i’th cell. 
Again A ^  to A^_, are equal i m
H. : i = 1 to 9 5 The total energy flow rate at 
the centre of the i’th cell J/s
Q . : i = 1 to 9 ;s 1
5 i = 1 to 9 ?
The energy absorbed by the 
i’th cell evaporator
surface per second 5 J/s
The energy absorbed by the 
i’th cell division wall
surface per second i J/s
The energy carried away from
the i’th cell by convection air
flow per second $ J/s
E : i = 1 to 9 ; The energy re-radiated from 
the i’th cell wall of the 
evaporartor per second J/s
E . . : i « 1 to 9 Ja i The energy re-radiated from 
the i’th cell wall of the 
division wall per second 5 J/s
T : i = 1 to 9 ; The temperature at the core 
of the i’th cell I ° C
8 . : i = 1 to 9 ;s i
The surface temperature of the 
evaporator absorbing surface 
of the i’th c e 11 5 °C
The surface temperature of the 
division wall absorbing 
surface of the i’th cell 5 °C
c : 
a
Calorific value of coal 
Calorific value of oil
f J / k g  
F J / k g
<3,
Specific heat of secondary 
air assuming constant pressure
Density of secondary air
Density of coal
; J / k g , K  
F k g / m 3 
> k g / m 3
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S , : i = 1 to 9 ;s i
so
S_,, : i = 1 to 9 (d l
Steam/water enthalpy flow rate 
at the output of i’th
evaporator cell ; J /s
Enthalpy flow rate at the input
to the first evaporator cell ; J/s
Water enthalpy flow rate at
output of i’th division wall
c e 11 ; J/s
in Enthalpy flow rate at the input 
to the first division wall cell J/s
H : i = 1 to 9 ;
Usi
Stefan-Bo1tzmann Constant 
for heat equation
Energy available in the i'th cell 
for absorbt ion after heating the 
air flaw per second
Temperature of the 
evaporator steam in the 
i’th c e 11
J/!
o.
d i Temperature of the 
divisic wall steam in the 
i’th cell
4.3 THE DIVISION OF THE BOILER INTO CELLS
The flaw diagram for the boiler unit considered i s given 
in FIGURE 4.1.
HEATED WATER FROM ECONOMISER
OIL
AIR
COAL
FURNACE
HEAT
DIVISION WALL 
TUBES
RE-RADIATED HEAT
HEAT SCREW WALL AND 
UPPER PART SURFACES
RE-RADIATED HEAT
J
STEAM
FIGURE 4.1: THE BOILER UNIT SHOWING THE SUB-UNITS 
OF INTEREST
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The success of this mode 1 (FIGURE 4.1) depends on the 
number of cells making up the division wall and
evaporator units. A single heat output from the furnace 
to the heat absorbing surfaces ignores a great deal of 
information. It does not consider the effect of
different firing rates at different levels on the output. 
Instead an evenly d l ■ ' r i b"t ed firing rate is assumed.
In the single output furnace model two extreme cases may 
be noted. Fire may be applied near the top of the
furnace. This will result in the s team output
responding with virtual 1v no delay. Fire applied at the 
bottom a-, ho furnace will result in a far greater
d e 1 a'- since t am affected must first rise through
the sidewal. changes In steam •-ondltion are
detected at t h '. Since the total heat available
is transferred as a single entity, in the mode 1 of FIGURE 
4.1, this detail is lout.
Dividing the division wall and screw wall into sections 
leads to the logical continuation shown in FIGURE 4.2. 
Here the whole boiler is divide; into cells. This must
obviously include division of the furnace into 
corresponding cells. For convenience n.ne cells are
used. Fight of these are within the combustion chamber. 
This was thought to be a fair cell division since eighty 
per cent of the available ener y v is radiated in the 
combustion chamber.
UPPER PART 
AND 
DIV. WALL
CONVECTION: 
AREA OCCUPIED 
BY TUBE BANKu 
(INCLUDES 
ECONOMISER)
RADIATION1. 
AREA ABOVE 
BURNERS BUT 
BELOW TUBE 
BANKS
SCREW WALL AND DIVISION WALL
3
RADIA'i ION:
PRIMARY ENERGY SOURCE 
COAL AND OIL BURNER 
INLETS
r a d i a t i o n :
LOW HEAT 
TRANSFER 
BEL OW 
BURNERS
FIGURE 4,2: THE PHYSICAL DIVISION OF THE BOILER INTO CELLS
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Six o-f these eight levels correspond to burner 1 eve 1 r „ 
The area above the burners, cell 8, is likely to receive 
a fair amount of radiation from the top burner level as 
well as heating effects from convection flow. Cell 1
below the lowest burner only receives radiation. The 
heat absorbed by this cell may be sufficiently small to 
allow it to be combined with cell 2 or ignored.
Cel Is 1 through to 9 contain both evaporator and 
division wall heating surfaces. The ratio of the
radiated energy absorbed hv the division wall and the 
evaporator is assumed to be in direct proportion to their 
respective areas.
0 (Division wall) (Division wall)  __  (4.1)d i d i — —
Q (Evaporator) A (Evaporator
si si
for l “ 1 r o 9.
From the geometry of the boilers installed at Duvha Power 
Station the assumption can be made that)
9
A (Division wall) ^   A ( (Total division wall area1
Q '_____________________= 1=1 " ' ____ _______________________
A (Evaporator) 2  A (Total evaporator area)
si i.j si
220Zmf = 0,4026 ______ (4.2)
5482m2
Equation 4.1 uses the total radiated energy for both
halves of the furnace and the total absorbing surface
area for both halves of the furnace. Each half of the
furnace is assumed to behave Identically at any moment in 
1 1 m e .
Each of the nine c a.- ’ Is defined may be further broken down 
into constituent models. The form for each cell mode 1
is shown in FIGURE 4.3. This mode 1 has the same basis
for all cells but will not have all the inputs at all 
1 eve 1s .
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DIVISION WALL 
RADIATION
EVAPORATOR
RADIATION
EVAPORATOR 
STEAM TRANSFER
si
DIVISION WALL 
STEAM TRANSFERdi-1
FURNACE
aia i - 1
A/f
oi s i
FIGURE 4.3: THE BLOCK DIAGRAM OF THE MODEL FOR THE I’TH CELL
4.3.1 THE ENERGY TRANSFER TO THE CELL
The cell model (FIGURE 4.3) attempts to represent all
the energy transfers across the physical boundaries 
of each cell. A typical cell is considered.
Energy to this cell is available from sources already 
listed in SECTION 4.1. The actual parameters may
now be explained.
4,3.1.1 THE ENERGY DUE TO THE SECONDARY AIR FLOW
The energy available is a function of the coal 
flow rate F^ ^ , the air temperatures and the air 
fuel ratio A/f, The mass flow rate of the air
is obtained from knowledge of the volumetric 
air/fuel ratio as well as the coal mass flow 
rate. Three assumptions are made in connection
with the secondary air flow.
a) •' , the oil flow rate has not been included
n
in the calculation for air flow. If no coal
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is being fed to the -furnace then no air is 
assumed to •flow. The justification for this 
assumption is that when only oil burners are 
in operation the secondary air temperature 
will be 1o w .
The air has not been well heated since the 
air heater bypass is open during early firing 
stages. It is assumed that this low
temperature results in little energy fed to 
the boiler bv secondary air flow, A more
significant irplication is that there is no 
air available for convection flow and 
convection heat transfer. All energy is 
assumed to be radiated tn the side walls.
b ) Bias controls a 1'ow the operators to adjust 
the air to fuel mixtures at each level 
according to conditions existing at that 
level. Worn mill parts or a coarser coal 
mixture require a higher air to fuel ratio, 
This model assumes that the air/fuel ratio is 
the same at all levels. This is considered 
a fair assumption since bias controls cause 
only small deviations from the average. The 
combined effect of the bias controls must 
also yield the average air to fuel ratio.
c ) Primary air supplied to the mill is normally 
heated to 400°C. The pulverised fuel mixture 
of roughly 1 part coal to 1.4 parts air has a 
temperi ture ranging from SO°C to 150°C. The 
hot primary air removes moisture from the 
coal . The final air to fuel ratio contains 
approximately five tiues more air than is 
accounted for by the primary air flow. This 
is made. up of m?cor dary air with a 
temperature ranging from 150°C to 350 DC „ 
The assumption i i» made that. all air, 
secondary anti primary, is supplied at the 
secondary air temperature T^ « The energy
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excess resulting from this assumption is 12% 
nt full load.
4 .5. 1.2 THE" ENERGY DUE TO i E OIL FLOW
The total flow rate per burner level is 1,02 ton 
per hour. The mass rate of oil flow F has one 
of three settings, zero, 60V. of full power and 
full power. Oil firing at a M  of the six levels 
is equivalent to + 1 OX of the firing rate.
4.3.1.3 THE ENERGY DUE TO THE COAL FLOW
The mass flow rate of the coal is assumed to be 
directlv proportional to the energy produced by 
burning. The constants of proportionality do
however change with differences in moisture and 
ash content, The maximum fuel maGE flow rate is 
therefore a function of the coal quality. The
maximum flow rate corresponds to 600 MW divided 
bv the number of mills in use at full load (4 or 
5) .
4.7.1.4 THE ENERGY DUE TO THE CONVECTION AIR FLOW
The energy In the rising air stream is Q  ^ .
This is a function of the total amount of air
flowing into the furnace at all levels below the
i*th level and of the previous cells core
temperature. If a fire exists at the i'th level
energy from the flame will have to be supplied to
heat the rising flue gases thus increasing the
convection flow energy. The rising air
temperature T must be known to calculate how 
i — 1
much energy the convection air removes and 
therefore how much energy remains for radiation.
4.3.1.5 THE ENERGY DUE TO THE RE-RADIATED ENERGY
Some levels in the furnace do not have fuel
" pplied to them„ n particular level 9 in the
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-onvpr: t t on s e e t i n n nf (• hi? furnace may have a 
suffir lent tv low temperature to make it necessary 
t o consider re r ad 1 at ion. If the water/steam in 
the division wall and evaporator is hot enough 
i" he side wall surfaces may radiate energy to the 
convection air flow, The typical temperatures at 
the top of the division wall and the evaporator 
are ;s.:r.n'JC and 390°C. respectively under full load
conditions, The flue gas temperature at the
Qexit from tie furnace is 390 C at f u 1 ‘ load. T h e 
temperature differences a r e  small and hence the 
r e- r adiation of e n e r g y  is considered a minor 
effect Omission or ttiis source of energy flow
with in the c 'a 1 1 allows the division wall and 
evaporator models to be considered separately.
4.3.2__ " ' ENERGY TRANSFER AWAY FROM THE CELL
The boiler unit itself is a remarkably efficient heat 
machine converting 94 % of the available energy 
described above into s * eam energy. The heat
absorbing surfaces making use of this available 
energy were listed in SECTION 4.1. Further
Information is provided below,
4,3.?.l THE DIV1SION WALL
FIGURE 3.7 shows how the division wall divides
the boiler into two halves. These vertically
rising tubes receive radiation from both halves
of the combustion chamber. The purpose of the
division wa 11 is to raise the water temperature
sufficiently to all tw total evaporation tr occur
in the evaporator. The total surface area
2available for heat absorbtion is 220"’ m . The wall
2
is designed to absorb 141,4 kJ/m s or 312 MJ/s at
full load. Under these conditions th =■ n team
temperature is raised to 330°C from 305°C at full 
1. oad .
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The division wall surface is o-f considerable 
importance to the chosen mode 1. It accounts < or 
about 30% o-f the energy absnr bed by the model 
shown in FIGURE 4.1. Cor c  he purpose of this
model cells 2 to ^, a d defined in FIGURE 4.2, , a r e
nmed t u have identical heat absorbing
nr opert ins.
4 . 3 . r^Z,, THF S CR EW  WALL, AND THE UPPER P ART
In t h e  c unit >u t, t i or, ihaml'er t h e  b t i-am t u b e s a r e
ar r a n q e d n a bo 1 1ral fcDiral, c a l l e d  t h e  s c r e w
w a  11,  wh  i c: h p r f i v i de s an e f f e c t i v e  t i r f a c e  a r e a of
3621 m " . The se •jp i f  a l l  i n  a t u b e s  <■ e e d  i n t o t h e
vert j c a 1 ! r i B 1 r.q t u t ■ e of t h e  r p p e r  p a r t  (1 8 6 1
m *’ i w ^ i r h 1 B l r< the i or. v et; t ion z o n e  of th e
boi 1e r . T he Of, ' i ••*=-': s u r f a c e s  m a k e  up t h e
ev a p o r  at or ' 54 8 r m ‘ ’ . T h e  > a r e  c a p a b l e of
a b s o r  b i ng Pi:', M.7 ■b at f u l l  l o a d  arid h e a t t h e
w a t e r  f r o m ^ V t r. 700 1 C . T h e  p u r p o s e of
t h e s e  s u r f a c e  =, i r. to r a i o e  t h e  e n t h a l p y  of the
w a t e r  s u c h  that t n t a 1 e v a p o r a t i o n  of t h e  w a t e r
or cur b . T h e  m a j o r  it. of t h e  a v a i l a b l e  e n e r g y  i b
u s e d  in t h e  d i r e c t  c o n v e r s i a r  of w a t e r  to
( u p e r h e a t p y  s t e a m .  At 1 ow'-r l o a d s  d i r e c t
r ’n v e r s i o n  d o e s  not o c c u r . T h e  s t e a m  at t h e  top 
nf t h e  e v a p o r a t o r  m a y  t h e n  b e  s a t u r a t e d .
The evaporator at c ount'- for the remaining ’’ 0 %  of 
enerq, absorbed h / the considered model. It is
thr-> output or the steam condition at the top of
the e •a|." o r t or that i s of interest nince this is
the critical nteam temperature at the inlet to 
the first steam at t empor a tor (FIGURE'S ,4.6 and 
1.8! SECTION 2.2.3). As with the division
wall cells 2 to 7 are assumed to have identical
heat absorbing properties.
4.3.%.3 THE TUBE BANKS
The first of four super heater banks receives 
radiation from the combustion chamber. All the
other tube banks extract energy from the flue
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qases -flowing over their surface. This occurs
in the convection area of the furnace. Steam
reheating for the Intermediate turbine stages
occurs in this region as does pre-warming of the
water fed to the division w a 1 ■ ,
All tie above merttoned heat transfer surfaces
remove oner o - -from t he flue gases and hence have 
an effort n n the 9th and uppermost cell in the 
model. The model does not consider this heat
absorption. A compromise is made by considering 
the temperature measured below the economiser 
instead of considering the temperature measured 
above the ecunomiser. This higher temperature 
attempts To offset the e n e r g , absorbed by the
tube banks (SECTION 6.4.1), Some justification 
can be found in the f ac. that BOX of the energy 
avail abb' ir the furnace is radiated. Only 20%
is transferred b v convection.
4 . 3. 2. -i THE AIR HE AT E R S
After the flue gas has passed through the 
convection section of the boiler it is drawn 
through the air heater which heats the primary and 
secondary air flows. The primary air is heated to 
350 ° C . This air is used to carry pulverised
co a ’ to t he furnace. The secondary air is
he* to 285°C and provides sufficient oxygen to
the furnace to ensure that combustion occurs to 
completion. The energy transfer of the
air heater is not considered in the mode 1. The
secondary air temperature is considered but this
is measured directly.
4.3.2.5 THE BOILER EXHAUST GASES
The balance of the energy is lost to the 
precipitators and to the stack. This is not
considered worth recovering and amounts to 6% of 
the available energy. Hot ash carried by the
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•flue gas is removed by electrostatic plates and
the 'clean air’ is vented to the atmosphere.
Further heat extraction Is not desirable due to 
sulphuric acid forming in the air heaters if the 
flue gas temperature falls below a critical
temperature.
4 .___ ___ SUMMARY
A division of the boiler s e c tions of concern has been 
suggested. The v a r iabl es  and c o n s t a n t s  to be used
have beer, listed. The energy flow ac r . veil
bo u n d a r i e s  has been discuss ed with r e f erence to the 
selected var i ab 1 es . I *" in no. poss i b 1 e to consid er
various wavs in which the var tables mav be related. 
A E t e a d v - s t a t e  an alysis can be pe rformed based on the 
energy flows di scussed afte which transfer function 
and state- sp at: e mode 1 s are igqested.
4.4 THE STEADY STATE HEAT TRANSFER EQUATION FOR THE
iJ_!H_CEU
The total energy flow rate at the centre of the 1 ’th
cell, H , is the sum of en erg y res u l t i n g  from
1 ) the coal flow rate { F ,
c 1
11) the oil flow rate 1 F o 1
1 1 1 ) the second, r y air temp er a t u r e  I T^
i v ) the c o n v e c t i o n  heat energy flow rate
from the p r e v i o u s  level , Q a 1
B 1
v ) the re-radiated heat flow rate from
the evaporator surfaces I E
v 1) the re-radiated heat flaw rate from
the division wall surfaces $ Ed i
An equation for H ^ In terms of these variables can now be 
derived (Holman, 1980 and Pitts, 1977 were used to 
provide the necessary thermodynamic and heat transfer 
background). The assumption is made that the energy 
supplied from air, which is necessary when only the oil 
burners are in operation, is negligible. This
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a s sump ti on is valid since the se c o n d a r y  air te m p e r a t u r e  
T__ is s u f f i c i e n t l y  low and only starts to rise once the 
air heaters arc brought into operation.
H F r + F - + A/f F p c T
i r i r u i o i c i a a s
iJc
4 W + P + E (4.3)a i l  si d i ' '— — — -----
The 3rd term of H i o n t ain s a nun 1 in. a r function of A/f,
F and T . A Tav lor 1 i n<lar i z at ion of this term yields:c 1 s
A f F T = A/f F T + F T (A/f - A/fIC I S  C I S  ( 1 5
 ^ A/f T (F F ) + A ,f F (T T ) (4.4)
S C I  Cl C . B &
T h e  v a r i a b l e s  w i f: h a t i l d e  r e f e r  to t h e  p o i n t  a b o u t  w h i c h  
t h e  linear i z at i or, t a k e s  p l a c e .
A hat or, the variable refers to the difference between 
the actual variable and i t s  *■ ilde value (T = T - T ) .
B S B
The 4th, T t h and 6th terms of equation (4.3) can be 
defined further ,
°al-l " Pa ^   ^ " c 2 " +  " n - l '   (4.5,
Pc
Equation (4.5) ran also be linearized in the same v ay as 
equation (4.4).
0*1-1 = f A'f'Fcl+Fb* + FL,.l'Ti.l+'Fcl+FcS + Fc,-l'T,-l*/f
**' pc
+ A" T, I'Fcl+FcSr+Fcl-l'+A/f'Fcl+FcS'Fcl-l'Ti-l)
_____________   (4.6)
Ee i Asi 8s 1 ___________________________  (4.7)
Ed 1 ~ A J1 °*~ 8d I     (4.8)
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Black body radiation has been assumed in equations (4.7)
and (4,8) „ Linearization of 0 and B , over the
b d
range 8 to 8 _ and 0 to 8 _ ib performed using method 
^ si s2 d 1 d2
two in Append 1x A. This yields:
E Si “ AS 1 tmB9B 1 + CB 1       - (4.9)
^dl = *di----------------------------------------------- - (4.10,
1+ the variables F , F , 8  ^ and 8^ are transferred to
ci a i si d i
their difference values F , F , 8 and 8 then the
ci o i si d i
following equation for* H is obtained:
H i ° K l ’i + k 2i F r i + H  z ' l  'F ci -1 " ^ c. 2 * F c l  ’ + K 4i F oi
+ s ;  T ^  +
+ kel 9*,+ K?; 8,1   (4.11)
Where
w - .  „ h n r A f ( (
1 i c i c o l o  ___
n
K -: " " .« * " - s *  "s=fl* _ L V F = l,F6 y ‘F=,-1,'r,-, * F =, T«i
+ A , o— (m 8 + c ) + A , o- (m , 0 . + c . )si E B i  ss d i d d l d
"z'l " =C + A/f
pc
" 3 ; \ - i
p „
"si " a <"=cl + Fez + " F c l - l '  Tl-1 + ^ 1
Pc
"A'l " Z a = a _ A ' +
Pc
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P a = a  " " d  + F , .  + ’ F r: i “I1
8 i
tn
K?" = o-
The total heat, available, at the rell t'ort, for heat
e x c h a n g e  must equal the ra diated er.er g / arid the
c o n v e  c t i nn air p n er q ^ .
H Q + W + Q
d i b i a i
(4.12;
Si nce  0 , and Q r e»p r-esf»n t a!.r y r  t) o  <1 radiated en ergy the
d i si
heat radiation equation r:nu 1 d be applied. This is no
cons i d f»r od bt':, au ne of the lark y f knowledge concerning
combust i or and because n-f the continual variation of the
coal qua) i t . . These t wn u r,r. pr t a i ri t i es make it very 
difficult to determine the effective radiating surface
area of the flame and the ef ective radiating
tempprat'ire of t h p coal. Instead it is prefer ab 1 e to
r e a' range equation (4.12 hearing in mind equation
C 4 . 1 l .
d l
; 1 -t A
r, 1
d l
(H >1 ) 
a i (4.13'
s 1
1 + A
d i
Q 1
t H 0 a i
0^ is obtain ed direct 1/ from eq ua tion (4.6)
1 i
S -• p C { A / f T / F + T / F A / f 
ai _Ia__a_ 1 cj i j = d
pc
(4.14)
+ A/f T
v r> **■ »■«** ■’ -
i 3 C - / c  A/f Z
j = 1
Fc J T l >1 C 4 . 15 )
The expressions (4.13) and (4.14) may be simplified by 
combining (4.11) and (4.15) to give  ^ the net energy
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available for rrdiatinn after the convection sir flow has
been heated. At this W  aqe E , and C are dropped fromd i e, i
the steady-state equations (SECTION 4.3.1.5).
H - H R  
 ^i i a 1
"ri = 1 + ' 3 ; ^  K,;
J -1
+ K " A ■ r + !». " T + t T * h " T
1 6 1  b ’ 1 1 1 8 1  1
where
K " =* F c + h c
1 1 ( 1 C .1 1 o
'X r - i ,i . «*«, *%, #%.-
+ p c A'f ( , F IT - T )+F (T -T )}
 a _a. ~  c ] 1 1 1 ci B i - 1
K " = c + p c A / f (T - T )
2 1 c a a s 1
Pc
K _ " «=■ p c A / f (T , - T )
31 1-1 I
Pc
•r - "A #S.i 'V-
k 5 ; "  e*'* ‘ i —  F C J  'T.-r T,>
Pc , = 1
■*• f ( t - r , > )
C:1 B 1 - 1
""ti " Pa=a A "  "cl
P c
K7 ; - pae fl/f < Z _ ^  F ,
— —  j-1
c
i
Ksi * - Paca ‘f —  FCJ ’
The steady-state equation for the s t e am /water tube '.eat- 
transfer for the evaporator and division wall is now 
easily obtained. The change in enthalpy from input to
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output may be related to the energy absorbed and the 
energy radiated (Re-radiated energy is not considered.).
S=i - =si-l = % i ------------------------------------<4.17)
=dl - =dl-l * » d l -------- --------------------------- <4"' = '
The steady-state analysis of this section has enabled 
equation (4.16) to be derived. This equation relates the 
inputs, outputs and internal states of the i’th cell 
under steady-state conditions. The equation was derived 
from consideration of the heat balance within the i'th 
cell and provides a means of verifying the models that are 
developed in the following two sections of this Chapter.
4.5 THE TRANSFER FUNCTION MODEL
4.5.1 THE STATEMENT OF THE MODEL PARAMETERS
Consider again the model shown in FIGURE 4.3. 
Justification for omitting the effects of re- 
rad i at ion was given in SECTION 4,3.1.5. Two separate 
models may then be obtained, one for the division 
wall and the other for the evaporator. These are
shown in FIGURE 4.4 a) and b ).
= 6 1-1 DIVISION S di , _ 1 " 1,
SCREW WALL AND Ssi,
WALL UPPER PART
Q
i -1
0 ai-L
d i
FURNACE
F . To i c 1
0 a i
A/f
1-1
Q
Q
si
FURNACE 0
oi
F , T
c i Q A/f
FIGURE 4,4: THE BLOCK DIAGRAM OF THE MODELS FOR THE
EVAPORATOR AND THE DIVISION WALL
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The cell models may be cascaded to form the unit 
input/output transfer function mode 1. The cascaded
model is shown in FIGURE 4.5 with all the relevant 
inputs and outputs. It is not possible to
distinguish between cells (3 and 9 from the available 
data. The, are therefore combined in this model. 
(FIGURE 4.5)
4 .5 . 7 THF_ MODEL J3E F I N I T I ON
The model for each cell has been defined in terms of 
its inputs and its outputs. Each input and output
may be related by a transfer function. Since all
the data is sampled the use of '71 transform theory 
i s necessary.
An initial global view of the cascaded cell mode 1 may
be taken. Consider the outputs , T ^ , Ss{?» Sd9*
These are related to the inputs F .,F _, F _..F
o2 a 7 c2 c7
T , S and S. as follows:- s so do
°a9 " 1 F0 2 " ' F=r' F.2 ---F,7 ' T, )T------- '4'I?'
T9 - G t 1 F o 2 " ' F = 7' F c 2' ’ ' F c 7 ’ T« jT-------- '4-2°'
S»9 ‘ G, 1 F. 2 ' " Fo7' F = 2 " - Fc-' T,' S«.^-'4'21'
S d9 * 0d 1 F. 2 ' " Fo7' F c z "  rcr> T «' 8do,T- (4-22>
where G a !°al
(Gtl
G
5 ( Q b 1
Gd (Gdl
(Each element in G
a ’ G t '
transfer function)
(i % 13;■Ai Z
.7,13' (1 x 13,
.. , ) ( 1 x 1 4 )" J 1
•' „ )  (1 x 14)c i 4
Data collected from the p l a n t  does not include the
point S or S .. The complete model must then be so d 9
obtained without reference to S or S, . This meansso d9
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a 9 S?
c7'
must be found in terms- of 
T and S ^ .
Fa do
Onlv !*■ i n dependarit on S Equation (4.21) may
be re w r i iten as
(Gsi'-Gsis' (F02 . . F
dl%
o'?' c2
' (FDP-
" " c ,  ' V
'Fo?' Fc2'"Fc," ? = '
B9 ' % r " 0 s i 3 '
+ G
b 1 4 d 1 D c2 c7' s
+ G . G S 
si 14 d 1 4 so
'°sl + *314 Gdi'.'i'sz + 9*14 Gaz'
<0*14 + 0 S14 Gdi,' i iFr,2"'Fo- Fc2'"'Fc?' Ts'Sdo)
14.23)
Combi n \ n q  , T ^  and 5 gives:
a?
5 9
<G
B 1
0*1   Gal3 0
Oil   0 ^ 3  O
+ °S14 °dl'......'OBIS + 3^14 Gdi3'(«si4 +
(4.24)
Similarly a matrix can be formed relating T,
and S to t he same inputs
Q
a ?
s7
<G
s I
a 1
Q tl
4 G8l4edl ....
0 al3
Otl%
s 13
+ G=14 Gyi3)<G;i,
0
b Jl4 d!4
(4.25)
V-i
V
F<?2
Fc7i 
T
,S® , do I
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! r h s i ir-« id* m a n n e r  » »<«•• . ••n- • ><► : . ♦ i. » ..•< e a t  *■
• ; 1 - {•*' > <* t at e(i r- • a » ' an^* er t - v.t < , i » mode i
V 4 ' .f ,W .' . 4 26'' H : ■- 1 »'A .i i j J
,'^ai 1''. 1 '
"r; % l-'gi 1 '
!, " ' ' ^ i ' G a l - 1 ' %  l'%di 1 ' —  <4-29'
Wi e ' ►
't,l   % i 5  ' ^
',,1   "ti5 ' 'I *
^Sil ........... Ssi6 ' '1 * 6,
'4  Sdi6 ' '1 * '
Kav;!' o 1 ernen* • n q , q. , q anti q. represents a■ ai f i -si • d i
sin , k transfer func 1 1 o n .
' t sfr w taro trunvon t ent. to express the cell model in
*■. h e  Tn I I o w  i n q  f cm t>i 5
The d.ivlslon. wai? _re 1.1 mode 1
d i
| '-aii |
! 3‘ -  i
'j (j
a i 2  'a t
! i i' o 1
> Fi I i 3
d i
;9a
:9 t
■9,
a 1 5 a 1 -1
t i 5 a i -1
d 15 11 6 d i -1
(4.30)
The e vapy/ a to/ cel I mode l :
S iv4 1
1
I q»>i |
T
t i T’
qc
9.
gal4 9ai 5
9 ti4 9 t 15
q q q
" B 1 4 " B i 5 B 1 6
(4.31)
A new notation is now Introduced tu simplify 
equations i4, 30) and 14.31 i . The new equations are:
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The division wall cell mode 1
a i ^dl *di-l + "dl \ + "di Ts (4.321
The evaporator cell mode 1[
Where
s x
d x
K . X + Hs i s i - 1
d i
d i
d i
Oai' T i'S d i
9al4 9ai5
0
^t 14 9t i 5
0
9 d i 4 9d i 5 9
s i 
>T
9 a i 2 9 ai3
9 t i 2 9t i 3
9d i 2 9 d i3
9 a i 1 |
9til 1
9 dil i
F oi j
FC1 i
4 F T
SI s (4.34)
* si Ti'Ssi
j 9a i 4 9 ai5 °
"si = 9ti4 9ti5 °
1 9si4 9siS 9
| 9a i 2 9ai 3
HS 1 = I 9t i 2 9t 13
1 9s i 2 9 s i 3
s 1
s i 6
a i 1 
?tiJl
'si 1
At this stage it is worth recalling that 
1 )
2 )
3)
Foi 0
for i < 2 or i > 7
Fci =
0 for i < 2 or i > 7
cells 2 t o 7 are assumed identical hence
K dl K d7 for i
e 2 to 7
Ksi
fxin
X
for i =: 2 to 7
Hdi
=
Hd for i
a 2 to 7
Hsi Hs for i 2 to 7
Fd i Fd
for i 2 to 7
Fsi = Fs for i 2 to 7
the ratio1 of e n e rgy absorbed by the steam
t h rough the division wall and the eva|
resulting from the inputs T
Foi
must
equal the ratio of the division wall area to the 
evaporator area.
9d i 1
’d 12
A g 
A 9
si 1
si 2
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9di3 = A 9*13
A - O .4 (Equation 4.2,
4) S s a  ~ Sci9’ st eamenthal py flow rate at the
outlet from the division wall must equal the
steam enthalpy flow rate at the input to the
evaporator (FIGURE 3.8).
Cascading the division wall and evaporator cell 
models yields t he following equations incorporating 
the above simplifications.
The division wall cascaded model:
Xd9 “■ K d9 k'd8 I Kd7 Kd i *do + - Kd7 Hd Y7 - 1
1 =5
+ (I - ) (I - K.,„) F, T  ^   (4.35)
The evaporator cascaded model:
X=9 - KSB i K b ? Kgl X== * Sfl < 7
1 “5
+(I - K _ ) (I - K ) F T  ) (4.36)
S 7 5? E  s ' -- ------ -
Again since S _ is not available S _ = S ,_ must be sO sO d9
eliminated from the equations.
This yields:
Xs9 " K b 98 I Ks 7 (Mb 1 + Nb 1 kd98 Kd7 Mdl ^
o
* Ks 7 Nb 1 1<d98 Kd7 Nd 1 Sdo
* ^  kd99 2 =  K ^ „ d ♦ S Z  K-7Hb , v,.,
f ,K«7 N„1 ,I-Kd7> "-"dfi'Fd
'■=7 M I -K+ d - K %  ) ( I-K *F_> T |   (4. 37)
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The outputs at the 7th level can similarly be related 
to the available inputs.
*S7 = < 7  '"si + "si ^ 9 8  "d7 "dl ' 1 ^ 1
( a )
' K b 7 Nb 1 kd98 Kd7 Nd 1 Sda
* ' < 7  N,1 Wd98 ><’7Hd * . Y
i <>*5 i -5
* <K»7 N«1 % 9 8  <I-Kd 7 ’ 1I-Kd 7 ’lFd
* Tb ----------------------- <4.381
The intermediate steps in obtaining equations (4.37) 
and (4.38) are shown in Appendix B .
The model of the plant is now available in two 
transfer function forms. Tht form given by equations
(4.24) and (4.25) relates the measurable inputs 
and outputs. Each of these transfer functions must 
then be directly related to the cell transfer 
function model. This relationship is provided by
the cascaded cell model of equations (4.37) and 
(4.38). Equating coefficients in these two models
yields the cell transfer function models. Once
these are available it only remains to relate the 
cell transfer function models to the cell state- 
space models.
4.6 THE STATE-SPACE MODEL
The cell transfer function mode 1 has been found
(Equations 4.37 and 4.38). From this the state-space
mode 1 can be obtained. Figure 4.4 describes the state- 
space mode 1 inputs and outputs as tor the transfer 
function made 1. Two state-space models may be defined.
One describes the furnace dynamics and the second
describes the steam tube dynamics. The steady-state 
equations of SECTION 4.4 are used to justify certain 
matrix formats. The furnace and steam tube dynamics may
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then be combined to form the combined state-space cell 
mode 1s .
4.6.1 THE FURNACE STATE-SPACE MODEL
The suggested state~space mode 1 for the furnace is
x . (k + 1 > = A x (k) + B Q , (U ) + T , (U)i i i  ai ai-1 t i i-l
+ B . F (k) + B F ( k ) + B  T (k ) (4.39)o 1 oi ci ci s i s  ---
Wal (kl - csl x, 'k, 
ltl,a„ - 1 lk,>T i-l,k,'Fc i (k,,T
where
Wd i (k)
ii n
a
x i ( k )
Qa,(k)
" Cai x i ( k )
T . (k)
" C ti
x i ( k )
For a second order
form the matri ces
form:
A i =
( 0
1 -aii
1
a2i
Boi“ I C I 5 Bci =
Cdi= 1 ° =dl)
: c
Cal= ( ° =ai( : c
iave the following
: b , <= { w j : b. .=
b, i
o
ai {b_.| ' "ti jbtl
" d  I : B b ‘“ !b=i
.1° I ° CB1 I
ti" I ° Ctli
Dai'S fdal i ’ da2t 1 da31 I " Dti“ (dtl i ’ dt2i ' d t31 1
( z (k-1))
The state variable z ^ (k ) represents the energy
available within the cell for radiation to the 
side walls at any time interval.
No justification for tne form of matrices A j, ' Bai ’ Bt i
®oi ’ Bc i ’ and required. These matrices satisfy
the controllable canonical form. The matrix forms
of C ,C ,C . w C ,D and D should be justified, di si ai ti ai ti
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i (k ) and .(k ) represent the energy radiated to
the division wall and evaporator surfaces. These are
d i rect1v proportional to (k) (Equations 4.13 and
4.14) and so z (k-1) need not be considered in C, and i d i
C , , The time constants involved in the time taken s i
•for changes in the gas temperature and the flue gas
energy flow rate to occur are assumed to be
negligible. These two variables are therefore not
dependant on % , (k-1 ) which explains the form of Ci a i
and C ^  ^ . This direct relationship with H, (k ) is not
sufficient to define the outputs Q < k > and T (k )
and therefore extra information about the air flow
rates is required. This is available from the
variahles Q , ik),T . U  ) and F ,(U ).p. i -1 i -1 ci
The model described in equation (4.39) can be 
rewritten as follows:-
x (k + 1) ~ A { x j (k > + B i u j (k) (4.40)
V d !  I k ’ " C., x (k ) + H r (k )d i i i i
v , (k)
15 1
= C x , ( k ) + H r . ( k )s i i i i
where
x (k) ( 2 ( k ~ l ) , 2 i(k)J
U | lk. - IG,iiI_1 (l<),Ti_1 ik),Fo l (U,,Fcllk),T5 (k>l
v J IB , tk) ,T, Ck) ,W (U )
d i a. i 1 Q i
v , ( k )= (Q (k),T (k),W (k ) )Tsi ai i si
r.tk) = (Q . ( k ) , T , . ( k ) , F (k> )i ai-1 i-l ci
Cdi"
0
•a ii
0 c 
0 c 
0 c
2 i
ai 
t i 
d i
B
s i
 i )
0
b ai b
0 c ai
0 cti
0
C Bi
0 0 0 
tv *5 o i bci bsi
H dalida2ida3i 
dtlidt2idt3i
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This new model can be simplified for cell 1, 8 and 9.
As for SECTION 4.5, the transfer function model,
cells 8 and ** are combined to form one mode 1 , For 
these cells F .= F .= T .- 0. Equation (4.40) theno 1 Cl SI
becomes:-
x , (k+1) = A t x i ( k ) + B , u i ( k ) ___    (4.41)
v (k ) = C . x (k ) + H  r (k >
d i d i i  i i
v (k) = C x (k ) + H r (k )si si i i i
where
T
x ,(k ) = ( z ( k - l ) , z ( k ) )
u (l< ) = ( 0 ( k ) , T , ( k ) ) Ti ai- 1 i-i
T
v . ( k ) “ ( Q (V. ),T.lk),W (k))d i a i i d i
v (k)= (Q (k ) ,T (k ) ,W ( k ) ) T
si ai i si
A, - i 0 1 | : B - I ° ° i
1 r » l i  -a2,! ‘ i al bt i i
0 c , ) ( 0 ca i ) ( a i
cdi" 1 0 =t, - cBl° 0 s ,
0 1 0 % i
. d ali ^  a2 i
H‘ ‘  I
0 0
It is worth remember i ng that for cells 2 to 7
*1 = A? ' *i = B, : c,, : Cg; = Cg,
and H } = H_, .
4.6.2 THE STEAM TUBE SPACE-STATE MODEL
The chosen state-space models for the steam tube 
surfaces have the form
The division wall state-soace model:
fdi'k + t' - Jd.’-di11-1 + 'dlSdl-l"*' 1 "d."d,'^_,4.4Z,
Sdt ,k) = "di y d i " <’
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The evaporator state-space model:
S,i "" * ns 1 y, i ,k’
Both these models represent 1st order systems. The
state variables y ^  ^ and y  ^ represent the rate of 
flow leaving each s team tube section.energy
Hence y ^  and y^^. The units of
W ,. and W are all the same. The mode 1 should d i si
satisfy equations (4.17) and (4.18). For this to be 
the case 'si “ 'di m = m J (SECTION 5.4,si d i
4.6.3 THE CELL STATE-SPACE MODEL
A state-space model for the furnace and the division 
wall may now be obtained by combining equations 
(4.40) and (4.42). A similar model is obtained by 
combining the furnace and evaporator state-space 
models. (Equations (4.41) and (4.43))
The combined division wall space-state model*.
(4.44)
<U>d i 
where
+ o r ;  <k)
x ’ = (z,(k-l),z.(k),yd i i i d i(k) )
T
ud i
(Q
a i - 1 ’ 1-1 (k ) f F (k),F (k),T (k),So i c i di-1 < k ) ) )
d i « (01 , (k) ,T, (k) ,S^, (k) )a i d 1
Adi'
Bii!
Cdi”
0
-a
11 21 
’ d i
0
b
0
b ,
0
0
b
d i )
0 0 0
bci bsi 0
0 0 1d i
0 Cai
0 )
| dal i da2i da3i
0 C t i 0
: i>i « d t 1 i d t2i d 13 i
0 0 1 i 1 0 0 0
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The combined evaporator state-space model: 
v' .(k) = C ’ , x ’ (U) + D r ’ (k >
5  1 s i  s i  1 1
where
* s i ^  <zi(k~ 1>»z i (k,>>'B i (k,,T
“si” ""'Fo, "" , Fc, <kl , Tsi'k),S^_,<k,, ,
" L i  -  "aa 1 ,k,'T i <kl'S5 , ,k” T
0 1 
a ’ , = r a ii ~a2is i
b:.'
0 CBI j«,
0 0 0 0 0 0 )
b
a i bti boi bci "si °
0 0 0 0 ° 'sil
0
C a i 0 ) 1 "all d a2i d a3i
~t i - : D. - dtli dt2i dt3i
0 0 1 ) ( 0 0 0
4. 7 SUMMARY
All the necessary equations have been obtained relating 
inputs to outputs. These relationships have been
defined in terms of parameters to which no values have 
been attached. It is the purpose of Chapter 5 to try and 
make use of these relationships to identify the mode 1 
parameters given the maximum likelihood model (Equations
(4.24) and (4.25) ). The steady-state analysis of
SECTION 4.4 enables the validity of the cell transfer 
function and state-space models to be tested under 
steady-state conditions. Before continuing to Chapter 5 
the reader vs reminded that not all burners or mills are 
i n operat ion at any ti m e . These account for the
transfer functions in equations (4.24) and (4.25) that 
are not available. Depending on which levels are
inoperative certain solving techniques are ruled out 
while others are significantly complicated (SECTION 
6.4.1).
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5.1 IN". " f AUCTION
In order to determine the mathematical mode 1 for the 
boiler sufficient Information had to be accumulated. 
Information relating to boiler practices and design aims 
l e d  to the model suggested in Chapter 4. The
availability of quantitative data enables the model
parameters to be identified. The quantitative
information is of two kinds. The first kind provides
data about the phvsical processes and the physical
c o n s t a n t s .  This information enables the steady-state
equations of SECTION 4.4 tr be defined for all cells. 
The second e a t egn= provides the information necessary
for the parameter identifier on techniques. Time
sequences, of relevant measuring points, recorded from 
the plant u n d e r  normal operating conditions, are
necessary for these techniques. All the available
quantitative information may then be manipulated and
combined to produce information which can be used in the 
model identification process.
This Chapter looks at the steady-state equations derived 
in SECTION 4.4. Justification is provided for the
choice of some of the required constants. The method
for obtaining the cascaded cell transfer model is
discussed. It is shown how individual cell transfer
function models may be deduced. The Chapter is
i nmp1eted by describing how the stat e-space equivalent 
for the cell transfer function model may be obtained.
5. 2
It is possible to obtain two different equations for the
steady-state conditions of S., and S ,. This sectiond i si
intends to show that, although each equation uses 
different inputs to derive its output, they are
compatible. The section finishes by defining the
steady-state parameters resulting from the steady-state 
analysis of SECTION 4.4.
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Consider the steadv-state equations in SECTION 4.4.
the energy available for absorbtion, is related to
and Q by equations (4.13) and (4.14). Thesed i si
relationships may be fixed using equation (4 .2 ).
= 0,286  (5.1)
Ss i = 0, "’14 H t      (5.2)
From equation (4.16) it can be . een that!
Vl -  f h l ' Fe l ’ F= l - 1  FcU Fol ' *'*•
Ts1 T,-,' T1 ’  'S':'
where f is a function of the listed variables, n t
It follows from equations (5.1) and (5.2) that G> , andd i
Qsi must also be functions of these variables. The
variables used in defining  ^ and S (Equation 4.17
and 4.18) can also be found.
Sdi ■ Gdi * Sd ,-1 ------ - ---- - ---------- _ I S . d .
SBI ” * Ss i - | ----------------------------- 1S-S ’
The only additional variable in each of these equations
is the energy flow rate of the steam entering the i'th
cell, namely S, . and S ,„ d i 1 s i - 1
Consider now the transfer function cell models
(Equations 4.35 and 4.36 );
Xdl • Kdl Xdi -1 * Hd, Y , * Fd, Ta --------- IS-6 ’
XBl “ 'L, XS1-1 ’ HB1 Y, ‘ Fdl L  ------- ,5'7>
Consider the inputs, in these equations, that define  ^
and S ^ .
Sdl = +dl<0ai_i, T, , F ^ ,  F ^ ,  T, ) -------(5.8)
Ssl = Tl-1' Fol' Fcl' ' -------<5'*'
where f^ ^ and f^ are functions of the listed variables.
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A /f is not listed in equations (5.8) or (5.9). The
transfer function made 1 assumes that the air/fuel ratio
is fixed. The ratio changes primarily as a result of 
fluctuations in the moisture content and the calorific 
content of the coal. It changes very slowly with respect 
to the system response times defined by equations (5.6)
and (5.7) and since the maximum deviation from the normal
is never very large A/f is amit ted from the variable list 
in equations (5.8) and < ^ .Q ) .
The major apparent difference in the variable list for
i arising out of equations (5.6) and (5.8) is the use
of 0 , . instead of F ..... F _ (F . « 0 ) . Theai - 1 c i - 1 c2 cl
steady state equation (5.4) uses “ . ... F , ,n
ci -1 c2
conjuction with T ,, to calculate Q , the energy
i-l ai-1
inflow to the i’th cell. From the transfer function
model point of view this is a modelled output from the
previous cell and hence F J ..... F are in fact
ci-1 c2
considered in equation (5,8).
The same applies to T ^ in equation (5.4) . T can be
derived from equation (5.6) in terms of the same 
variables as 3 ^  . It fallows that T is already
included in equation (5.8), This may be represented by
another function f j as follows:-
= +di ' i-l' d i -1 ’ oi ' c l Tb’ V
(5.10)
The variables in (5.10) are now no longer 1i neari1y 
independant. The argument in the foregoing two paragraphs 
applies equally well to ^.
The two different methods 'or determining the steady-
state conditions for S ., and S . are therefored 1 si
compatible. Later it should be possible to show that
the results obtained from the cell transfer function 
mode 1 do indeed match those resulting from the steady- 
state analysis of SECTION 4.4.
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r h nr de" in d ine t he parameters of equations (5.4) and 
=< "=< ' i,H t"1 lowinq constant values are assumed.
1 Cl Ml/kg
4 0 MJ / I '1
V , , , 3V g / m
K 1rl ^ 0 , ^ 8
I; 3 z k g .
Pv
® 1500 i 3Ug/m
j y r i n 1 i o w ' r ci Tav1 or expansion points are- assumed .
' , : 1 ? 2 to y : 9,15 k q / S ; This represents the 
he 1f- 1oad mass flow 
rate of each mill.
i : 2 to y : 0,14 k g /s This represents the 
half-load mass low 
rate at each burner 
1 eve 1 .
£ • -f ' t ;
3
y  , 6 m / I -i 5 The ratio of the
air volume to to the 
mass of coal
A/f ’ = A/f / I
250 °C This temperature 
varies between
i50°C and 350°C.
150 (1+1) C This attempts to 
mode 1 the temperat- 
ur e profile within 
the bo 11e r .
300aC
> , '• stul H  t h e n  b e c o m e :
i i ’ -i i r i
r i (5,10)
s  1
»  ^ 0,714 H
*5 i 1 r i
<5.11)
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H - K.
1 i
K c i 3i
1
j - I c: J i
The parameter b K , " t d h'»" for cells 1 to 9 ate1 i 6 1
TABLE 5.1.
TABLE 5. 1 TABLE OF PARAMETER VALUES FOR ALL VIE I l - AS
DEFINED BY EQUATION 4.16 IN SECTION 4.4
Cel 1 
No
K li" K2 i" K3 i “ K4 i " *31 " K 6 i" K7 i " K 8 ,"
1 0 17,7 -3, 2 40 0 0 0
2 161 16,9 -0, 85 40 -1,36 52 0 C
3 145 16,0 -0, 85 40 -3,4 52 52 1 04
4 1 2° 15,2 -0,85 40 -5,5 52 104 155
5 1 14 14 , 3 -0, 85 40 -7, 5 52 155 2 0 -
6 99 13,5 -0, 85 40 -9, 5 52 207 259
7 83 12.6 -0, 85 40 -11,6 52 299 -31 1
8 90 15,2 2,55 40 11,9 0 311 31 1
9 1 14 17,7 2, 50 40 15,0 0 31 1 311
Units MJ/s M J / kg MJ/kg MJ/kg M3/s UJ/s . K 1
' ' 1 kJ/s.K k 7 s . k
J
5.3 THE TRANSFER FUNCTION MODEL
5.3.1 THE CASCADED CELL MODEL
The relevant inputs and outputs for the combined 
plant were shown in FIGURE 4.5 At an earlier stage 
in the project data of selected points was lagged. 
The majority n- f the relevant points appeared in this 
logged data. Indeed only two inputs/outputs ot 
importance do not appear in this data. Due to time 
constraints it was decided that this available data 
should suffice. The list of points that were used
from the logged data, appears in Append i x C , The
important omissions from this list are the division 
wall outlet water pressure and temperature. This
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prevented the determination of S or S from the
50 d9
5 team tables (Keenan, 1978). The problem
was circumvented by eliminating S from
so
the cascaded cell model. In its simplest form
the available inputs are related to the available 
outputs according to equation (4.37) and equation 
(4.38).
All the transfer functions in equations (4.24) 
and (4.25) are found using the IMSL (International 
Mathematics and Sciences Library). The package 
FTWENX (Appendix D ) performs the required maximum 
likelihood parameter estimation on several multi­
input single-output time sequences. This provides
an auto-regress i ve moving average model from which 
the required 'z ’ transforms are easily determined 
(Equation 5.14).
Before the data could be entered onto the PDP 11/34 
computer, on which the software was run, some pre­
processing of the data was necessary. The enthalpy
flow rate at the division wall input, S , and at thed o
evaporator output, sSD > had to be obtained from
temperature, pressure and flow rate measurements
(Keenan, 1978). In a similar way the flue gas
enthalpy flow rates per kilogram (S’ and Q ' )
a? a9
were obtained from the gas tables (Keenan, 1983).
The air pressure was assumed to be one atmosphere 
since the pressure within the furnace seldom falls 
more than lOOPa below atmospheric pressure. The
flue gas enthalpy flow rates, ® a 7 anc* ®a9 ’ were 
computed by manipulating entered data (SECTION 6.3), 
A list of all data available for processing by the 
parameter estimation package, as well as the files, 
and the columns the data appears in, is shown in 
Appendi x E .
The parameters estimated by the package FTWENX were 
stored in a new data file. These parameters were
then used to generate the output time series from the 
given inputs. In this way the output from the model
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could be compared against the measured outputs.
The form of the time series model determined by 
FTWENX is
\ 9 (k + 1 ) ) "l 0 0 0 0 0 )
1
( k )
T 9 (k + 1 ) 0 a 2 0 | T9 ( k )
Ss9
(k+1 ) ) = 0 a3 0 | (k)
Sa- ( k + 1 ) I 0 a4 0 j Sa7 (k)
T7 (i. + 1 ) 0 a5 0 T7 (k )
Ss7 ( k + 1 ) | 0 0 0 0 0 S 6 1 1 Ss7 (k )
cr >-*
1 .3. W
113 0
b 21 b213 0
b31 b 3 13 b
b41 b4 13 0
b51 b513 0
b61- b613 b
314
(k) )
fd; (k) |
F C?
(k) |
F c 7
(k)
T
s
(k) |
Sdo (k) | 
(5.13)
This represents 6 multi-input, single-output
predictive 1st order models. Taking the * z ’ 
transforms yields the transfer function relationship
Qa,<Z)
t9 (Z)
T ? (Z)
bll =
i - a ^ 1
- 1
b 1132
l-a1Z
b613Z
1 -a Z 
6
b314Z
0
-1
l-a,Z
0
0
b614Z
1-a^Z
o2
o7
c2
do
( k )
( k ) 
(k)
< k )
(k) 
( k )
( 5 . 1 4 )
5.3.2 THE CELL TRANSFER FUNCTION MODEL
To obtain the parameters of the cell transfer 
function it is necessary to equate the two forms of
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the cascaded cell mode 1. Coefficients of the
■fitted moving average model, when equated with 
coefficients in the algebraic cascaded cell model 
(Equations 4 . 3"’ and 4.38), yield the individual cell 
transfer functions. Each of these useful relation­
ships is considered below. (For definition of the
variables ^d9 i,9s9 i 'kd98 and kS98 Bee APPendix B -1
The relationship between and X „ in equation
da s9
(4,24) and equation (4,37) is given by
,0 ° G= M  ' 1 * Gdl4 > ,T “ K »98 < 7  Nsl kd98 Kd7 Ndl
____________________  (5.15)
The assumptions are made that
Kd? = K«7' Ndl- Nsi' Kd98 = Ks 98
The basis for this assumption, is that the same tube
work and metal has been used in the evaporator and
division wall steam surfaces. The relative areas of
the energy absorbing surfaces are taken into account
by \ (SECTION 4.5.2). The transfer function K _ is
s7
then only defined by the length and thickness of the 
tubes. This assumption, while not completely 
accurate, states that the energy absorbing properties 
of a length of evaporator and a length of division 
wall are identical.
Equation (5.15) then becomes
( 0 0 G b 14 )T
S5 K
s98
C has. the form (Appendix
( y X 0 )
< 7
1 X X 0
! X X
6
9s 76 1
Nsl = i 0 0 Ssia 1
Hence
K 6
s7 N B1
» j 0 0
9s76 9,
____________________(5.16)
Where x \b any 
transfer function
| T ____________ <5. .17',
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K s98 K s 7 N s I
X X 0 0
X X 0 0
X X
9 s 9 6 9 s 7 6  9 s 16
' ° ° 9 * 7 S  9 S 1 6  ’1
( 5 , 1 8 )
and
k,»8 < 7  N=1 " ' , X ' | 0
9 b 7 5«1=
i 6
9 s 9 6  9 s 7  9 s 1 6 _____________________ (5.19)
Substituting (5.18) and (5.19) into (5.16) gives
As expected S dees not influence C _ or T_ since
i ,i a9 9
re-radiation has not been considered.
The transfer function relating output to input
3 is then 
>j o
G B M  1 1 * e d M  ’ = 1 9  =  ^  9 , 1 6  , 2    , 5 -2 01
In a similar way the relationship between S and S
S / oo
can be determined
Gsl4 ' ' * Gd M  ’ = 9 = ' 9 = ?6 9«16 ’ 2   IS' 21-
The L.H.S. of equations (5.20) and (5.21) are known 
(SECTION 5.3.1). The ratio of these equations
g i ves
6=14 ' 1 + 3,14 ' =
G s M  ' 1 )
Once g ’, has been found g ^ , g ,, can be determineds96 3s .’6 3sl6
from either of equations (5.20) or (5.21).
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2 ) Ks98 ’
With
3 9 6
known, can be identified by
by considering the r e 1 at i ensii i i between the inputs 
F and F , and the outputs of cells 7 and 9, X _
From equations (4.25) an d (4.38) the relationship 
between F , F ^ a n d  X y i e l d s :
6 «I:
t 6 6 »;
:GS; * ad, ' ,GaL  * G s L  =„!:
' Kb- Nb 1 ks98 Hd + Hs ’ (5.23)
Similarly, the relationship between F a y  > F_-, and
XS9 fields
C7
a6 a ! 2
16 112
* 3 9 8 <  * 3 ?  " s i  * 3 9 8  " d +  "s'
Substituting (5.23) into (5.24) yields
(5.24)
G
G
(G
a6
16
s6
ai 2
11 2
+ Gs 1 4 d 6 ) ( Gs 1: Cl5l4 ^d 1 2 '
9a94 9a95 °
G ’
a6 al 2
9 194 9 195 ° *16 G 11 2
9 b 94 9 s 9 5  9 s 9 6 <Cs6 + 0sl4 044) < + Gs 14 Gdl 
(5.25)
The orily unknoi-ms are the first two columnns of the
matrix K __. Sufficient information is contained in
to be determined
svS
(Appendi x G ) .
s 9 8
equation (5,25) to allow K
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2 )
s98'
q ’ known," u96 K can be identified bys9ES
With
by considering the relationship between the inputs 
and the Dutput^ o+ ueI 1 b ? and 9, X _Fo^ and F c
From equations (4.?5) and (4.38) the relationship
between F , F _ and >: _ , i e 1 db ",
a6
G t; M :
:G ' + G ' G
56 B 1 4 d 6 (G ' + G '' s 1 2 b i 4 d i:
si s98 d (5.23)
Similarly, the relationship between F^ _,, ^ c y anc* 
yields
a6
t6 t i 2
'Gs6 + 0 si 4 G d6 
6
' < ° s l 2  + ° s l 4  G d l 2 '
" s , 8 '  " s ?  " s i  k 5 9 8  " d +  "s'
Substituting (S.23) into (5.24) yields
(5.24)
a6
G 16
( G
b 6
a 12
t i 2
3 94 ‘a95
g t94 9 t95 ° 
g ’ q * q 1
s94 s95 b 96
G ’ 
a 6
G t;
Ga.t2
titl2
G
s 14 di 
(5.25)
The only unknowns are the -first two columnns of the
matri % K
598 Sufficient information i s contained in
equation (5.25) to allow K 
(Append i x G ) .
s98
to be determined
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3)
It is now possible to find H -from equation (5.23)
’ 6
( Append i x 0> > ."s98 is available from
i s avai1ab1e f rnm equa tlon (5.1^) .
"si
K 6 N k 37 si 598
0
0
'9_
H
0 0
0 0
1 6 9s94 1
6 , 
9S^6 9sl6 9 S95 ' < 9 G 7 6  9 S 1 6
y unknowns in equation (5. 23) are H .d
SEC riON (4 . 5 . 1 ) ,
9*12 9ai 3 | j 9ai 2 9a i 3
9t i” 9t 13 |
and H , = (
9t i 2 9t 13
9 si2 9s i 3 1 | A gs i 2 ^ 9s.:
ys96 ‘ 
(5.26)
(5.27)
A is known hence there are only six unknowns. Six
equations are available from equation (5.23) and so
H may be completely solved (Appendix H ),
4)
s 1
In o r e t <■ p ermine K K , must s 1 be avai 1a b 1e .
'sl
to be fixed using equations 
is best determined f ram the
and ener qv flow rate Q , of the
ao
This allows 
(5.21) and (5.22). 
air temperature T^ 
air at the bottom of the cell. These values are not 
available and are set to zero in the mode 1. They
would not be expected to change much and, due to law 
temperature and low heat transfer below the burners, 
do not contribute a significant amount of energy to 
the system. For- this reason
's!6
1
or
sl
( 0 0 0
S3 0 n 0 (5.28)
( 0 0 1
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This has the effect of making cell 1 transparent. 
That is, it does not affect the water entering the 
side walls nor does it affect the air temperature or 
energy flow rates.
___
Sufficient information i now available to enable K _5/
to be determined. Tl.is is achieved by considering
firstlv the effects of the inputs to cells 2 and 3 on
the outpi.'t X _.s7 The relationship between F _, F _o3 c3
and X is given by equation (5.29). Thes z
relationship between F 
equation (5.30).
o2 FcZ g 1ven by
GaZ caa
G te
GsZ + Gsi4 Gd2 ) ( G ’ + G ’s8
‘ K b 7 N b 1 ks98
Gs!4 d8 
KJ  H* * K s 7 H S >
(5.29)
Gal
Gtl
< G sl + ° s l 4  G dl ' ' Gs7 + Gsl4 Gd? '
(5.30)
Appendix I shows that if
K ^ H
s7 s
P 1 P2
P 3 P4
P5 P6
and H,
ql q2
q3 P4
qs
•a
cr
then from equations (5.29) and (5.30)
3 1 G aZ a8
G
te P-* p .
and
G
tl t7 q.
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but
9? | ( ?! ^2 |
93 9, = "s- P 3 P 4 '
95 96 I I P-5 ^6 I
9a?4 9a?5 0 i | p i P 2 {
gt?4 9 t 7r ' I P3 P4
'3s ^4 9s?5 3 )5 d 1 1 P5 P6 1
(5.31)
be 0 *- racf ed « ' urn *- quation (5.31)
^a74 9a',cr-
\ 1 :
1 P 2 !
9 t 74 3t'. ” 3 p 4 :
(T.32)
The top two rows of K r e t! ,en easily identified)
9 a-’4 ga75 \ ' i q2 ) | P 1 P 2
9 t?4 9 t75 i < q? q4 ) ( P3 P4
-1
(S.23)
There remain two transfer - inctions in ' _ that are 
undefined. These art? ■; , , and These are
solved using the r e m a i r m q  measured data 1 n equations 
(5.29) and (5.30) (See Apcerdi I ),
6 ) F i   s
The only remaining at ,c:p«5 'hat need to be solved
for are F , and F . The relationship between ” andd  ^ s
* 5 7 1 3 9 1 ven by equations ' -i. . " ) and (4.38).
M s  |
R tl3 !
< * , 1 3  + 0 s l 4  G d 13 ' I
 ^ "sr* ' +
( 1 “ Ks-»> ' 1 K s7) 5     (5.34)
5 - 1
The matrix (I - H' ^) ( I - K _) can be determined.
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N , L is a 1 ready knowns7 si s98
and
d
are
(Equation 5,25). 
the only unknowns and are related
foilows:-
s
as
ai
!tl
The method 
Appendix J .
s 1 
for determining F , and d
al
'tl
?sl
F appear! i n
It has been shown that all the matrices making up the
division wall and the evaporator cascaded cell models
can be identified from the available data. It is now
possible to identify the state-space models from
their equivalent transfer function models.
5. 4 THE STATE-SPACE MODEL
The transfer function models of equations (4.32) and 
'4.33) can be written as
The d Jvision wall cell transfer function model:
s i; I | 9ail 9ai2 9a 1 3 9al4 9ai 5
0
! T ‘
9t 12 9t i 3 9t 14 9tl5 0
i S d i i 1 9dil 9d 1 2 9d i 3 9d i 4 9d 15 9d i 6
The evaporator cell transfer function model!
o i
c i
ai - i 
T i-i 
Sdi-1
(5.35)
<3
a i
s 1
ail 9alZ 9al3 9al4 9a i 5 0
t i 1 q ti2 9 t 13 9 t i 4 9 tlS
0
s 1 1 9siZ 95l3 9sl4 9s i 5 9e i 6
5 1
O 1
C 1
a i -1 
T i
\ Ss i-i 
(5.36)
All the g ’s represent 1st order transfer functions in the 
'z ’ piane.
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i m i 1 tii i .qi1 ,i i t u n i A.i-i he d e r i v e d from the state -space 
made t MiH i n s t urn n-t '-SEC 11OM 4.6. For any mode 1 of the 
•f fi r m :
A v ( k )
C x < U >
I- B U ( K >
+ D u ( k )
The transfer function equivalent G(z) is obtained as 
follows 'Oweni, 1^83 ) :
G i z ) C ( zl A ) B + D <5.37)
The A, B , C and D matrl u defined in SECTION 4.6.3 by 
equations (4,44) and (4. .) should give similar transfer
function matrices to those in equations (5.35) and
(5.36).
Consider first a transfer function matrix K ’ (z ) deriveds i
from the state-space mode 1 for the evaporator (Equation 
4.45) using equation (5.37),
; o Cai
°1 !z
-i 0 j 0 0 0 0 0 0
K ’ ( z ) =
5 1
0 c t i
I r 11
= + *2i 0 bBl b O 1 b C 1 ba i b ti °
0
0 M j° - c  mSI 5 1 =-^5.1 0 0 0 0 0 1S 1
0 0 da3i ^ 1 1 0 )
+ 0 0 d t3i dtli d t2i ° j
0 0 0 0 0 0 )
i +11 +21 ^ 1
'zl - A ’ 
s 1 )‘1
1
+31 +41 "
+ 51 +61 + 7 i 1
w h e r e
*11 = ( z + *2 1 ) ( = - ^61 ' ' Pol
+ 21 * <
Z -
j s 1 ) 7 pol
+ 31 = ' a ii ( 7 - jel ' ' Pol
4 l
51
61
z ( z jgi ' ' Pol
*11 S i  "si / Pol
(5.38)
(5.39)
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<71 = ' ' = + * 2 , , z + ) / P^,
P o l  =  < = < " + * 2 1  ' + * l i  ' ( = - ^ 5 1  '
Substituting equation (5.39) into equation (5.38) and 
multiplying out gives:-
K . (7. ) s i
f c b f ,c b j c b + d4 i a i si 4 i a i o i 4 i a i ci a3 i
f c b f „ c b ■f c b + d _ ,4 i t i si 4 i t i o i 4 i t 1 Cl t3i
f b , f , b f , b6 i s i 6 1 O 1 6 1 5 1
•f c , b + d , . f „ c b^ + d _ 04 1 a i a i al i 4 i a i t i a2 i
f c , b + d . . • c , b^ + d . „ , 04 i 1 1 a i tl i ' 4 1 11 11 t2i
f y . b f , b f _ 16 i a i 6 i 11 7 1 si
(5.
The state-space cell model for the evaporator can now be 
related to the transfer function cell mode 1 for the 
evaporator (Equation 5.36) which was developed in the 
previous section.
Consideration of the steady-state -form for the tube
surfaces (SECTION 4.6.2) yields a value for 1 ,, m andsi si
c' j • This information simplifies the tas of
determining the model parameters. Equation (4.43)
reduces to equation (5.41) under steady-state conditions;
S « 1 ( 1 . S . . + m H )
s i   ; si si-1 si s
J si ___________________________ _(5.41)
where
W s r W
si si r i ___________ _________________(5. 42)
Equating ‘•he coefficients of equation (4.17), which 
arises out of the steady-state analysis of SECTION 4.4, 
with the coefficients of equation (3.41) gives
’si '• 1 - Jsi
m,i * 1 - JB1
‘si ” msi ’ 1 ~ js l __________________ 15.43,
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Finally from equation (3,2) it can be deduced that 
c = 0.714
The transfer function matrices of equations (5.40) and
(5.36) may now be used to determine the state-space 
parameters of equation (4.45)
 'ri *"4 ^si:
q = f 1
ysi6 7i si
U i
2 — j
si   (5.44)
This gives 1 and j directly from the best fit 1st
order transfer function for q
■ b i 6
*11' *?,' b ,,' bn C  b r,’ b ,, »"d b t-,i
Ssll “ +6i “ si
=  *■ 1____ 1 B  1 b B  1
( z - j ) ( z ( z + a _  ) + a ,  )si 2 i 1 i
o r  b s i_________ = 9sil
' = + *2i  ' = + * 1 i Ssi6=si
(5.45)
Again b^ ^ , a^ j and a ^ ^ can be determined to give a best 
fit in equation (5.45).
Similar equations can be derived for g to g ,
Si i 2 s i 5
These have the form:
____ Z- -KJ   " gs i j 
' = + * 2 1  ' = + * 1 i 9 s l 6 = s l
______________  (5.46)
where j - 1 to 5 
and
' X2 X3 X4 X5 ' " ,boi' bc i ' bti- bai >
These five equations may then be scaled and a best fit
curve obtained for all five equations. Once a ^  and a^ ,
have been defined b . to b ., follow directly.
si t i '
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3) c: , and c, , ;
------- aj______„ Ai_,
z c . b .
9*11 = --------- ^ ^ -----------
' = < = + *2i ' + *li __________(5.47)
The nnlv unknown is r w 11 i c h must be chosen to provide
a i
the best fit. c ^  ^is obtained in a similar manner from
equation (5.40'.
(5.481
“ all' "»i2' “ alS' "til' d tl7. and d t l 5 i 
" , 1 3  “ f 4. = 6 ,  b =i * d . , 3
or
d s q - c b f
a i 3 yai3 ai c i 4 i _____________(5.48)
where d is the only unknown and must be chosen
accordingly. The same technique may be used to
determine the remaining d parameters.
Having found all the parameters in the evaporator state-
space mode 1 the majority of the parameters in the
division wall state-space model are already known. The
only unknown parameters are c . . , m and 1 , .d 1 d I d i
As for the evaporator, a steady-state equation for the 
division wall tube surfaces may also be obtained from 
equation (4.42).
Sdi = )
where
jdi
"dl = =di "rl
(5.49)
These equations yield
and
1 . , = m ,. = 1 - j .„ from equation (4.19) d i d i d 1
c ^  = 0,284 from equation (5.1)
The assumption was made earlier that the tube surfaces of 
the division wall and evaporator have identical heat 
transfer properties. If this condition is applied to
equations (5.41) and (5.49) then
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and
i = j = j
d i si i   (5.51)
V  ” "d, ’ ' 1 - J, <5.52,
Therefore all the paramaters in the evaporator and 
division wall state-space models can be identified from 
their respective transfer faction models using the 
techniques described in this section.
5.5 SUMMARY
This chapter has provided a method for determining the 
parameters of the nr dels iggested in Chapter 4. In
doing so, some involved ansfer function manipulation 
was necessary. This was particularly evident in the
method for identifying The technique for obtaining
the cell transfer function model from the maximum 
likelihood model, and later, the cell state-space model 
from the cell transfer functon model, was expected to be 
accompanied by reduced model accuracy. The maximum
likelihood parameter estimation model places the 
restriction of first order transfer functions relating 
inputs to outputs. The mathematics involved in
determining the cell transfer function matrices 
theoretically allows each of these transfer function 
matrices to be exactly solved, given the maximum 
likelihood model. In practice further inaccuracies
are introduced since the transfer functions are complex 
and are best simplified to first order transfer 
functions. These simplified transfer functions then
define the cell transfer function mode 1. Further
inaccuracies, through simplification, occur when the cell 
state-space model is obtained, since extensive use is 
made of best fit techniques.
The motivation for moving right down to the state-space 
model level must be considered against this expected 
decrease in model accuracy. The state-space model
contains the fewest unknown parameters. 90 parameters
are required in the max 1 mum likelihood model definition, 
46 in the cell transfer function model definition and
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only 18 parameters are required in the state-space 
model definition. This version then requires the least
computation in predicting the at temperater steam
condition. This is desirable should the ideas proposed
in Chapter 2 be considered at a later date.
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6.1 INTRODUCTION
Chapter 5 described how the models developed in Chapter 4 
could be realized. It showed that the mathematical
techniques existed to identify these models from the
logged data. It remains to actually use this method
on a suitable set of data to verify the theory.
During the course of the investigation, culminating in 
the suggested method of Chapter 5, other modelling
techniques were considered. Other methods for model
identification were investigated before the presented
approach was adopted. This chapter discusses the
alternative modelling processes as well as some other
methods for determining the model parameters. It
continues by discussing aspects of the chosen model and 
reviewing the major assumptions made while developing the 
chosen model. The technique for determining the model
parameters suggested in Chapter 5 is considered and
comments are made concerning the attempts to identify the 
model parameters from the plant data.
6.2 THE EARLIER MODELLING ATTEMPTS
6.2.1 THE PHYSICAL MODEL
One approach for modelling the boiler is to describe 
its operation with suitable differential equations. 
These 'differential equations, with their known 
parameters, could be linked together to form a
suitable system of equations.
A model of this nature requires a fairly
extensive knowledge of thermodynamics and heat 
transfer. The traditional heat equation is
well defined but applies to the process of heat 
conduction. Similar time varying equations
for convection and radiation heat transfers are
not as well understood. Unfortunately, convection 
and radiation effects are the major forms of heat
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transfer within the boiler.
The process of energy transfer within the boiler is 
now considered.
The energy of the steam is represented by enthalpy 
and is obtained from steam tables and the Mallier
diagram. Pressure and temperature measurements
allow the enthalpy per kilogram of steam to be found. 
The flow rate of the steam in kg/s allows the 
enthalpy flow rate to be calculated (MJ/s).
The energy sources available to transfer heat to the 
steam are described in detail in SECTION 4.3.1. The 
major source of energy is the pulverised coal. The 
quality of the coal is continually fluctuating 
(SECTION 3.3.2). The moisture content, the calorafic 
content and the volatility of the coal change on a 
daily basis. This information is available via a
"p.oximate" coal analysis performed each day by the 
station chemist.
The energy available within the furnace can be 
related to the steam energy using a model for 
the flame conditions within the furnace. This model 
enables the temperature of combustion as well as the 
distance from the flame to the side walls to be 
calculated. Both of these factors determine how much 
energy is radiated to the steam surfaces. The nature 
of fire makes it impossible to assume a constant 
flame envelope. The method of mixing fuel and air,
with swirl vanes, ensures turbulent flow conditions 
within the furnace. The flame shape and size is
therefore constantly in a state of flux. It
follows that the rate of energy transfer is also 
constantly changing. The method best suited for 
describing these flame conditions assumes a point 
source providing the same heat transfer 
characteristics as the flame. The point source has 
ci temperature associated with it which would produce
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the same radiation effects as the flame. This
temperature, at the flame centre, must be higher
than the actual measured temperature to try tu
compensate for the inverse square law for radiation.
A disadvantage of this model is that convection 
air flow is dependant on the "upstream" air
temperature which has been artificially inflated by 
the point source model. The point source flame
mode 1 can still be justified by considering that
80% of heat, transfer in the boiler is a result of 
radiation. The convection effects are therefore of 
seconder v i mpc>- tance.
A mode 1 of this form is dependant on a method for 
determining the combustion temperatur e of the coal. 
Any error in this temperature is magnified man y
times since r adia i on is a function of the fourth 
power of temperature. The combustion temperature
could be measured if suitable instrumentation were 
available. It could then be related to the
effective radiation temperature of the point source
mode 1.
The heat radiated from the furnace is conducted from 
the flue gas surface to the steam surface of tne
steam tubes. This process is modelled by the heat 
conduction equation. Information about the materials 
used is required if the tube conduction model is to 
be identified. The thickness, heat conductivity, 
absorption coefficient, and areas of all the tube 
surfaces are necessary to enable the rate of heat 
transfer across the tube boundary and the total 
amount of energy absorbed to be determined.
Modelling the physical processes taking place within 
the bailer is not fan complex until the effects of 
combust 1 on are considered. The modelling of heat
transfer from a flame or a point source is complex 
%nd was considered beyond the scope of this work.
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6 .2.2 SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION
An alternative method ■for identifying a model for the 
boiler plant is to assume no knowledge of the plant , 
and to attempt to fit * mode I to input and output 
data measured from the plant. This then becomes a 
parameter estimation problem.
A review of some available parameter estimation 
techniques was made, The paper by Astrom, (1971)
gives an excellent survey on mode 1 classification and 
mode 1 identification. The off-line nature of the
identification problem all owes more freedom in the 
choice of modelling techniques. The majority of
identification algorithms revolve around the least- 
squared error algorithm. The technique used to
solve for the parameters in a discrete time 
input/output system is similar to the technique used 
to solve for the parameters in a state-space discrete 
time model. Both use variations on the 1 east-
squared error algorithm (Graupe, 1972 and Eykhoff,
1974), A parametric model for input/output sequences 
has the limitation that only the completely 
controllable and completely observable modes of the 
system can be identified. Access to state-space
variable measurements ensures the complete definition 
of a state-space system, including its unobservable 
and uncontrollable modes,,
Consider a state space mode 1 fof the boiler; two 
classes of variables may be used as state-space 
variables, namely temperature measurements or energy 
flow measurements. The cycle of interest in the 
boiler is primarily an energy cycle, so the choice 
of temperature or energy flow measurements 
must enable the radiation and convection
energy transfers to be measured. Temperature
measurementn of the steam * flue gises and 
temperatures of combustion are representative of the 
energy distributed around the system. Unfortunately, 
a system . i n g temperatures as its state variables
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incorporates many non-linearities. The two most
striking are the relationship between temperature 
and radiated energy, and tne relationship between 
b team temperature and steam enthalpy. Radiation is
a  function of the -fourth power of temperature and 
enthalpy 1s a non-linear function of pressure and 
temperature, These non-linearities can be avoided
if energy f )ow measurements are used as the state 
variables„
The mode 1 suggested in SECTION 4.3 divides the boiler 
along its height. Reasonable state variables are
steam and flue gas enthalpy flow measurements at 
various levels within the furnace. (SECTION 6.2.1). 
These values could be obtained if the required 
instrumentation at all levels was available. This
instrumentation is not available and so direct or 
indirect measurements of the proposed state variable 
were not possible. A state-space model was
therefore not- feasible.
The alternative approach 1 is to fit a transfer 
function model involving only input and output data 
streams. The model takes the form of several ' Z ' 
plane transfer functions representing auto-regress i ve 
moving average models. A variation of the least
squared error tenhn que (a maximum likelihood 
parameter estimation method) is used to determine 
t- he model of equation (S. 14)
6.2.3_A COMBINATION OF THE PHYSICAL INSIGHT AND 
 _____  SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION TECHNIQUES
A model of the form suggested by equation (5.14) is 
sufficient for use as a simulation model for the 
fast-time predictor instrument, if all the burner 
inputs are related to the model ouiputs. That is, 
there are no undetermined transfer functions in 
equation (5,14).
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It is normal procedure to use only 4 burners at full 
load. Some undetermined transfer functions will exist 
under these conditions. It is then not possible to 
determine the relationships between the unused 
burners and the outputs.
Data lagged at a later date may include these 
transfer functions relating the previously unused 
mills to the outputs. The second data log could 
occur under different conditions to those prevailing 
at the time of the original logged data. 
Differences in conditions, resulting from inputs not 
considered, could bias the obtained model The
unavailable transfer functions are required if the 
effect of any burner on the output is to be 
predicted.
Further motivation for continuing the modelling 
process down to a cell model level is the additional 
information that would be available from the cell 
model outputs. These could provide valuable
information on excessive meta1 strt ses elsewhere in 
the furnace, Irregularities indicated by the model
could be tested for by the introduction of additional 
Instrumentation, The effect would be a more
accurate simulation and fast-time model, and hence a 
more accurate predictor instrument.
As discussed in SECTION 4.5.1, the boiler is
divided into nine e 1 1b . The most significant
assumption about these cells is that cells two to
seven are assumed identical, Each of the nine cells
can be modelled by either a state-space mode 1 or by a
transfer function model. No measurements of the
outputs to each cell are available. The outputs
tor the i1th cell are S T ,, S . and S ,,. the
ai 1 si d i
models must then toe determined by algebraic 
manipulation so that the parameters of the chosen 
cell models can be related to the maximum likelihood 
parameter model (Equation 5.14),,
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The initial approa, h was to cascade the nine state- 
space cell models, and from the cascaded state-space 
model to determine its transfer function equivalent 
usinq equation (5.37). An approach of this nature
initially gave a state-space model with fifty-four 
state -ariables. At this early stage a high order 
model r used to mode 1 the furnace dynamics. It
via r 1 v believed that the system had a few
oc he origin in the ’S ’ plane. These poles
arc . t of fast furnace dynamics. Later
simplifies, on resulted in a simpler twenty-seven
order system. The size of the state-space system
prompted a brief investigation into model reduction 
techniques (Graupe, 1968'. The algebraic form for 
the cascaded state-space model produces a near 
diagonal system matrix. The matrix contained
predominantly zero elements. The diagonal matrix
esults from the uniformity of each cell and the 
chosen form o^ the cell stat ?~space mode 1. 
(Equations 4.44 and 4.45). A downfall of model
reduction techniques, in this application, is that 
the more the order of the model is decreased, the
stiffen the system matrix becomes. The lower order 
matrices are therefore more complex than the
predominantly zero original matrices. A second
problem is that model reduction techniques are based 
on rejecting all but the dominant eigenvalues. In
this case the eigenvalues appear in algebraic form 
and so the dominant eigenvalues cannot be determined,
The procedure for solving for the state-space cell 
model parameters in the cascaded state-space model is 
complex. An iterative procedure must be used to
relate the parameters in the cascaded state-space 
model to parameters in the maximum likelihood 
model. The iteration procedure is complete when 
chosen parameters in all the cell state-space models 
give a good approximation to the maximum likelihood 
mode 1.
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A simpler method for identifying a mode 1 for each 
cell is to fit a transfer function mode 1 to each 
cell. The cell transfer function models, when
cascaded, give the equations (4.37) and (4.36). The
method for determining the cell transfer function 
models is considerably more direct than the method 
for obtaining parameters in the large state-space 
system. A large amount of transfer function
polynomial manipulation is required. This simpler
approach was the method adopted for obtaining cell
models from the maximum likelihood model.
6.3 THE CHOSEN MODEL
The method for obtaining a suitable t, a 11 model for
predicting the effect of any burner on the outputs mav be 
summarized as follows. A maximum likelihood parameter
estimation technique is used to relate available inputs 
to outputs of interest. This information is usud to
determine parameters in the cell transfer function
notie 1s . The parameters are obtained by equating transfer 
functions in equations (4.37) , (4.36) and (S.14).
Finally a state-space model is determined that best fits 
the cell transfer function model.
The modelling process could have been considered complete 
after the cell transfer function mode 1 had been found. 
T e process was however continued to include a method for 
determining a cell state-space model. The motivation for 
continuing to a state-space cell model is twofold. The 
cell state-space model is simpler to implement as a 
predictor algorithm. The discrete form for a state-space 
mode 1 is a one-step-ahead-state-variable predictor. 
Secondly it contains fewer variables (SECTION 5 5) and sr 
requires fewer calculations to implement than the cell 
transfer function model. The simplicity or high number
of zero terms in the cell state-space model matrices 
(Equations 4.44 and 4.45) is a result of the chosen 
canonical form as well as the insight provided b v  the 
steady-state analysis of SECTION 4.4.
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A simpler method for identifying a model for each 
cell is to fit a transfer function model to each
cell. The cell transfer function models, when
cascaded, give the equations (4.37) and (4.38). The
method for determining the cell transfer function 
models is considerably more direct than the method 
for obtaining parameters in the large state-space 
system. A large amount of transfer function
polynomial manipulation is required. This simpler
appromi"h was the method adopted for obtaining cell
models •'rom the maximum likelihood model .
6.3 THE C m.-SEN MODEL
The method for obtaining a suitable cell model for 
predicting the effect of any burner on the outputs may be 
summarized as follows. A maximum likelihood parameter
estimation technique is used to relate available inputs 
to outputs of interest. This information is used to 
determine parameters in the cell transfer function 
models. The parameters are obtained by equating transfer 
functions in equations (4.37) , (4.38) and (5.14).
Finally a state-space model is determined that best fits 
the cell transfer function model.
The modelling process could have been considered complete 
after the cell transfer funct ‘ m  mode 1 had been found. 
The process was however continued to include a method for 
determining a cell state-space model. The motivation for 
continuing to a state-space cell model is twofold. The 
cell state-space model is simpler to implement as a 
pr- lictor algorithm. The discrete form for a state-space 
model is a one-step-ahead-state-vari ab1e predictor. 
Secondly it contains fewer variables (SECTION 5.5) and so 
requires fewer calculations to implement than the cell 
transfer function mode 1. The simplicity or high number
of zero terms in the cell state-sprce model matrices 
(Equations 4.44 and 4.45) is a result of the chosen 
canonical form as well as the insight provided by the 
steady-state analysis of SECTION 4.4.
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The accuracy ■ * the cell transfer function and state 
space models depc■ ds on whether sufficient Inputs have 
been considered ft the assumed linear model to be 
identified. (SECTION 6 '>). A single linear mode 1 is
assumed to be sufficient over the whole range of inputs 
and outputs. The choice of variables was made to try and 
eliminate any non-1i neari11eo. An alternative
approach would be to form a piecewise linear model should 
the non-linearities be shown to be significant.
During the course of this report many assumptions are 
made concerning variables omitted from the chosen 
model. It is possible that these are sufficiently
important to warrant their inclusion in the models. A 
list of these assumptions appear below. A reference
to other sections of this report i i n c l u d e d  whenever the 
assumptions have been previously j u s t i f i e d .
1 ) The air required to burn the oil to completion was
ignored (SECTION 4.3.2.1).
2) The primary air flow was ignored (SECTION 4.3.1.1).
3) Re-rad i at i on nffects were ignored (SECTION 4.3.1. 1) .
4) The differences in the mater ials used in the division
wall and evaporator were ignored (SECTION 4.3, 
Equation 4.11). The matcn ials are different as
evidenced by the different heat absorbt ion rates 
quoted in SECTION 4.3.2.1 and SECTION 4.J.2.2,
5) The effects of mill biasing were ignored (SECTION 
4.3.1.1).
6! The left and right halves of the boiler were assumed
to behave identically. The coal flow rates and the
air flow rates in each half may differ slightly. 
This is due to the action of independant damper 
controllers which control the air and pulverised fuel 
flow at each of the 24 burners.
Excessive differences in each half of the boiler are 
not desirable since these differences may cause
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pressure differentia] and temperature gradients 
across the division wall which could cause stress 
failures.
*' ,1 The temper at ur 3 and enthalpy of the air at the base
of the furnace was ignored, These were omitted from 
the model because the error in the energy balance 
resulting from this assumption was believed to be 
small. This was never verified. Suitable
measurements were not available.
8? The air/fuel ratio was assumed constant. Over a
long period of tine changes in coal quality require 
accompanying changes of oxygen to ensure that the 
coal burns to completion. This variable was
omitted from the models. It. was assumed that over the 
time-span of the measured data this parameter 
remained constant. Measurements of the air/fuel ratio 
were not available! therefore this assumption was 
not verified. In the long term the model parameters 
wou1d have to be tuned to cater for fluctuations in 
the air/fuel ratio.
9 i The argument above can be extended to involve
variations in the “proximate" analysis. Changes in
volatility and calorific content of the coal upset
the heat balance equation. Model parameters would 
require tuning to cater for the variations in the
coal qua11ty.
10) The effect of the econotn i ser on the first steam
at temporator outlet was ignored. Heat from the flue 
gases is transferred to the economiser pre-warming 
the division wall inlet water. Very early attempts at 
finding a mode 1 included the economiser. The
economiser tubes were modelled as a simple single 
pass heat exchanger (Nicholson, 1980). At a later
stage it was, decided that the energy transferred to 
the economiser was not significant. Only 20% of the 
available energy rises into the convection zone of 
the furnace. Only a fraction of this passes over
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the economiser tubes. The flue gas temper at, , re drop 
across the economise!- at •full load i s typical Iv 
100°C,
This list justifies the chosen mode 1 variables of FIGURES
4.4 and 4.5. The form of the transfer function mode I
requires no further discussion other than to mention that 
since re-radiation effects are ignored , T^, Q and
T_, are independant of (Equations 4.19 and 4.20),
The form for the state space model was discussed in 
SECTION 4.6. The assumption of a second order furnace 
model was based on the simplest transfer function capable 
of producing an overshoot (to indicate marginal flame 
stability). A controllable canonical form for the furnace 
was chosen because it suited the steady-state analysis of 
SECTION 4.4. Finally the outputs and T ^ were
assumed to have negligible time constants. That is the
gas dynamics for the b tat e-space model are assumed to be 
identical.
Having found satisfactory cell models, the technique for 
determining the model parameters may be discussed.
6.4 THE METHOD FOR DETERMINING THE MODEL PARAMETERS 
6.4.1 THE MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD MODEL
It was; necessary to fit a transfer function model t o 
the input and output data obtained from the plant 
(Appendix K). The maximum likelihood estimation
package was chosen from the IMSL. This best suited
the requirements for obtaining a transfer function 
model. The technique takes into account
correlations between various inputs and therefore
produces a less biased parameter estimation than
would be obtained from a simple least squared
approach. The package enables the number of inputs
to be easily changed. The order of the model may
easily be changed to obtain a better fit, 
In this case, only a first order fit was attempted
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(Equation 5.13). Techniques do exist -for
determining at which stage minimal mode 1 improvement 
has resulted from an increase in order (Strejc, 
1980).
Available packages were used, rather than self 
written packages, since the IMSL packages are well 
rled and tested. They provide warning codes or
terminal error codes if they are unable to perform 
the given task. Re-wri ting available software is
time consuming and not as reliable. The calling
programme written to use the IMSL packages is fairly 
compact, Its modular form was simple to debug given 
the reliability of the IMSL packages.
In SECTION 5.3 it was mentioned how some pre­
processing of data was required to condition it for 
use in the parameter estimation algorithm. The
majority of the time-sequences require little or no 
pre-processing, however there are some exceptions. 
These parameters are listed along with assumptions 
made in determining their respective time sequences.
.1 ) The steam enthalpy flow rate at the inlet to
the division wall, s cjD * was assumed to be a
function of temperature, pressure and flow r t e . 
Pressure and temperature measurements of
superheated steam are sufficient to define the
enthalpy of the steam. The conditions at the
division wall inlet are such that there is a
mixture of phases. The percentage moisture
content at the division wall inlet was not
available, This is essential to accurately
determine the enthalpy/kg. A volumetric flow
rate measurement at this point, as well as the 
mass flow rate, would give an indication of the
percentage of water that has been converted to
steam thus enabling a more accurate value for
the enthalpy/kg to be obtained.
As the load on the boiler unit increases the 
moisture content a- the division wall inlet
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increases until it is 100% water. The point at
which the flow is made up o-f on 1 . water is we 1 1 
de-fined on the Mo 1 1 i er diagram. The initial
state, at the division wall inlet, o-f the
measured d a t.' is that of superheated steam
(This is possible » :auee in the ear 1y stages of
the start-up the flow rate is very low).
Interpolation between these two unique points is 
used to determine the enthaply/kg at a given
pressure and temperature, but at an unknown
moisture content. The enthalpy flow rate in
MJ/s is then obtained by multiplication of the 
ent h s'n h t he mass flow rate.
The entha jow rate at the evaporator outlet,
, is obtained without the problems
associated with S , . At nearly .all times thedo
temperature and pressure measurements at the
evaporatrr outlet define unique points on the
Mo 11i er diagram. Deviations into saturated
steam regions are few in number. The enthalpy
flow rate is obtained by making use of the mass 
flow rate as described above.
The data collected from the plant did not include 
temperature and pressure measurements at the
evaporator outlet but included temperature and 
pressure measurements at the at temp or Ait or outlet. 
The steam enthalpy flow rate at the outlet of the 
first at temporator was used. Ttic* quantity of 
at temporat i ng water added to tho steam flow is
small. Its effect on the enthalpy flow rate is
mi n imal.
The enthalpy flow rate at the outlet of the 7th
cell, S , was obtained as a function of S,
sz du
and (Appendix E), Temperature and pressure
measurements of the steam condition at the outlet 
of the 7th cell do not exist. "rhe assumption
was made ths> by the time the steam reached tht> 
output of cell 7 it had absorbed 80% of the
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available energy. This is justified by
considering that 80% of energy is transferred due 
to radiation effects in the combustion zone (S 
is the enthalpy flow rate just above the ’A ’level 
burners).
4 5 The temperature of the flue gases at the outlet
of the 9th cell was measureab1e , This is
representative of the energy left in the flue 
gases after passing through the 9th cell. This
is after energy has been extracted by all the 
tube banks in the convection zone of the boiler. 
The model chosen does not consider this energy 
loss. These tube banks were Ignored. For this
reason the flue gas temperature just below the 
economiser is used. For the purposes of the
chosen model this is a better indication of the 
flue gas energy at the outlet of the 9th cell. It 
is a compromise resulting from not considering 
the tube banks and allows the conservation of 
energy to apply within the framework of the 
chosen mode 1.
5) The flue gas enthalpy flow rates and were
assumed to be functions of temperature, alr/fuel 
ratio and coal flow rate. Pressure has been
assumed to be 1 atmosphere. The deviation from 
this seldom exceeds lOOPa. The enthalpy/kg is
then obtained <,3 a function of temperature from 
the gas tables. The mass flow rate of the air
is obtained from A /f and the total coal flow
rate. The product of the nthalpy/kg and the
air mass flow rate yields the enthalpy flow rate 
in M3/s ,
The quality c f the data used in the maximum
likelihood parameter estimation technique has been 
discussed in this section. The effectiveness of the 
modelling technique using the available non-ideal 
data is discussed below.
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It was not possible to obtain a satisfactory 
identification of the mode 1 described by equation 
< 5• 1A t „ Results, from the parameter estimation 
calling p igramme were transferred to a comparison 
utility. This enabled th® output time series to be
predicted from the input data. All attempts at re­
organising data, ignoring selected inputs and 
reducing the size of the data set failed to produce 
an acceptable model.
The reconstructed output time sequences for the steam 
enthalpy flow rates , and were the only
time sequences that were of the same order as the 
measured output data. The other model outputs T^ ,
T_, , R and R g a v e  totally unacceptable
output time sequences. The importance of this
observation is that t he steam conditions change at a 
relatively slow rate when compared with the flue 
gas dynamics. This probab1v indicates that the 
failure of the suggested method may be attributed to 
a violation of the Nvquist sampling theorem. The 
logged data was sampled once every five minutes. In 
retrospect the speed of response of the flue gas 
dynamics is considerably faster than this. Even the 
dynamics of the steam tubes are probably many times 
faster than the sampling rate of once every five 
minutes suggests.
The decision had been made at an earlier stage not to 
collect additional data from the plant. The data
already available was to be used. This original
data was not Ideally suited to the task. As
discussed earlier in this section and in SECTION 3,
not all the relevant data points were logged. The
□mission of certain data was overcome as illustrated 
in Chapter 5, After having attempted to identify
the maximum likelihood model a further inadequacy of 
the data has been highlighted: that is, the
probable vio tion of the Nyquist sampling theorem.
No attempt at actually obtaining model parameters
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'1
progressed beyond this paint. The steady-state
il
analysis of SECTIONS (4.4) and (5.2) was never used, 
as intended, to test the validity of the identified 
models. 1 he steady -state analysis did serve a
valuable purpose in determining the state-space
model as well as providing additional insight into
the modelling problem.
6.,. .4 «. 2...  THE CELL TRANSFER FUNCTION MODELS
In order to ootain a cell transfer funt.tlon mode 1 of
the form shown in equations (4.30) and (4.31) it was
necessar, to equate transfer functions in the
cascaded cell mode 1 (Equations 4.32 and 4,38) with
those in the maximum likelihood mode 1 (Equation
4.14). Some complicated expressions resulted
if vo1ving transfer function matrices from the
division wall and evapor at er models. Assumptions
were made in SECTION 5.3.2 a? ied at simplifying the
process of equating coefficients to a level from
which results could be obtained. This complexity
arose as a direct result of not having available the
steam enthalpy flow rate, ^ EO ‘ Much simpler
mathematics could have been used to determine the
cell transfer function models of equations v4.30) and
(4.31) had S been available. The necessaryso
data points exist but did not appear on the logged 
data.
If S had been available it would not so
been necessary to relate K to
to F* or H to H ,. These could haved b d
identified in their own right. The obtained
would have been expected to be more accurate, 
robust and more reliable
6.4.3 THE STATE-SPAUb MODELS
The method for obtaining the cell state-space mode 1 
from the cell transfer function model could be 
improved upon if measurements of some of the state-
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variables were possible. The* uu tie* n-f each cell S
s i
could theoretically he measured as could the energy 
available at tho centre of the cell. These
m e a s u r e m e n t s ,  a r e  not a v  * i 1 ati 1 <•.
The form of the model was never tested. It has the
attraction that it involves relatively few parameters 
when compared with the maximum likelihood model and 
the cell t-anefer function mode 1 (SECTION 5.5). Its 
sparse nature and convenient predictive form are
ideal for the intended fast-time model. It is not
known whether the decrease in the number of
parameters and Increase in the mode 1 simplicity is 
compromised by a degradation of the simulation 
performance.
6.5 SUMMARY
This chapter is aimed at providing some insight into the
thoughts behind the adopted model. It attempted to show
how the model evolved within the limitations of the
available data. The methods for obtaining the model
parameters were discussed. The sampling rate is
suggested as a possible reason for the failure of the
maximum likelihood parameter estimator to yield a 
satisfactory mode 1 identification. This was believed to 
be too Blow to capture the fast dynamics of the steam 
tubes and of the flue gases. Methods for improving the
chances of obtaining a model, using the maximum 
likelihood parameter estimator, were discussed. The
final chapter of this dissertation considers future work 
and major conclusions.
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+ i r>,1 1 , h,t[.1 ■ • r i m M , i i , , i ,«t i < it, i • j 1 i v i 'It'd i r t u *• wti
r ., t h» upti * i»v ' »' ,i.t< in t ..•< i .■ Mil pi ill, l em dfc"ju r i bed i n
• • i * : j i.t it t i; .in l. 11, i., i. u 11;, t -i w i M  i i mpur tan t 
, * , - • . .'i 1 t i i ; i . t >t. Mi- r. i .hi , At t-as 4 or t ut.ur e
• • :  . m  1 t i ,  * , | .  i  - , : M .  i i n m n . * n ' l t i t  i  ( A i E , .
% " i- i , ii j
, ' * : M . • f-i . * •• -- m  -1 riit*i< * * a t tiupp 1 / i ng the
. * > . * - m  i >■ .i : i -I nu it iiii, wae suggested in
• ' , - • i m  i-i 4-.K1; *.<>■• ut her met hods •» nr boiler
■ 1 m  • . , i in 11 la' ion made 1 , enabling a
• . • | i i r c,m  uriHii i to be tested and
' * > * • • : , I I-, - -nor-l i V  naptei 4 . A technique
<• . * i • - i’- . , •» a rni it #-f < vi iic suggested in Chapter
‘ > - i. i • .i i nri ]r ,(■ ( lvAi .< t o 1 let ted at an ear 1^
- m  •• » . 1* v.-at dir i dt-d 11. try to obtain the
• • ■ 1 ; - •• i - un ♦ > , <- data although it was not
■ ■ 1 *• ..< i i i , » dr,i .[ r ^ I (IN 6,4.1'. As sump 1 1 one
e ► i"' " ‘-tv ; r r.f. -Tjrif-t c,, 'r, P f i ng the inadequacies of
r p I • 113 d ! a r i- tp be ov/errpme. The technique failed to
• v a - u a n,< r is-f ar tpi • identification of the mode 1 
> .ironMirr 1 r, i f. was ,ittr ibuted to non-ideal data as
> ! I .*< ; ) .m i {. • of t h e M 'i1 -1 «t s a m p l i n g  t n e o r  e m .
r ; ■ 1 ' 1 n i  n't if at r='1 t hat the plant investigated is
Tit ] p. , I i i, u s Vkiwp vf‘r been shown that it is still 
■ - Mi- Mi mode 1 the boiler p r or e s s e s . It is believed 
m, i *• hr ad .-ant ages of si.icr ess full -• implementing a fast- 
ime predit tor instrument are e n o r m o u s . This
nut i gai i tin would be worth ( or, t inning if the pr obl em  of 
•nu-- * i-r out i mat inn i an be ivei t time .
P P  H O M M E  N D A T  1 UN!-.
' hp, -i a t ,i nh t a i ned from the pj.o-t was in the form of 
tat-ular i <inu' -ter pr i lit ni t , Thu process of enter ing 
m  i ■ > da* a or-1 o arm* her computer i- I i me c on sum i ng and 
>>r ( tir prone. I* I lie invest i g a * ion i s to be continued,
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then l. he data ou 1 d be logged directly to a mass 
s t or aqe device The dato i m availabl e fram the
■in.i 1 ci'iun fiiqnal m a r s h a l l i n g  ra, I , in the unit control 
m o m , .  These v ci 1 t a g e o may b.- ' ,amp 1 e-d by a separa te
d a t orquisiti! r. r t .-n>.
T V‘« tei , i (]i ii<, ed , i ri C ap * r-1 5 t u try t o obtain
; a' anil *•"*<• fur t h r- nu id (• 1 in Chapter 4 , could be
simpl ifi ed i f m m  e appr op> i at e data points were
r r> 1 1 p r *• p d in a new data 1 og 'SECTION b.4.1).
Ber ause t ht- system r etipori'ip * i ni«" were -faster than
o r t i r t p a t ed the ripw d a t bhnull ‘m  logged at a -faster
ra^e one '.amp 2 e ever ,• ’‘ ■r ' .
T he . ■ - i m r t i i. r. r i i ir, t p .j i r SL CT11N  6.3 require 
verification. If i t it, still not p o s s i b l e  to
idmntif a model after r e c ommen da tion 2 1 has been 
consid ere d , then t h i c, m a .■ indicate that these 
as sumptions  'SECTION . "T 'i a r p falsa.
'1 n r  e a rnod o 1 f nr M ,P c; o 1 1 i s o b t a i n e d  and t h e
• !«. 1 ! in i f iimp 1 r-1 (>d , it will be p o n s i b l e  to
 ^ f t t K, w perfor m a n c e  u f t he b i m m 1 a t ion when the cell
* , t h r. < < • • f tine* t i uri m u 1 a 1 c, and the cell state-space
m dels a r ^  "sed in the sim'i lat inr, . An indication will
t 1 r*r. be a v a i 1.? h 1 e nn the degrading of the simulation
performance at d if fe,' e,,t <; t ages of the modelling
f ■■ n  r p>c’ n . T h i '■ m u ri t be viewed against the
„ p^pon ri i r.q r ednr t ion i r- the model complexity.
FT t K . ingfri icn t ,■ t ten i cm i j be added to the boiler 
enablin g mo r • informa* %r,n about temper at ire and 
p r p'-iT.u r e profiler of the water / s team and flue gases 
t - be collected. This would enable a more ac curate
i: i p-11 1 a t ion model to be obtained since additional -:e 1 1 
ruode 1 inputs and output s would be available, . This 
would r emcive the necessity for having to resort to 
t h ►" transfer function ma n i p u l a t i o n  of SE CTI ON  4.5.
In the longer term, some work is required on the 
me n-ma c h i n e  interfaces. That is, how best to
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implement- a -faeN < i rn h pi r e-d 11 t or i n s t r amuin t and how
t-r> p r p-<t. e> r 11 t h f- i n ^ a r nn N ion * n the operator . Once a
=-at ic-'t nr * or . . i r >a 1 a t ion model hat, been -found, it
wfv ’ d I l,nn t>i> tinns ib If In design and »esl the
I >> 1 i r- t i it i ra, t ' umen f i r» ,i re] at i v r- 1 r Bfiur t time.
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APPENDIX A TWO METHODS FOR LINEARIZATION OF THE HEAT 
RADIATION EQUATION
METHOD ONE: TAVI OR” B I INEARIZATION
Linea r i z a t i o n  is required abnut the quint T w h i c h  has lies
E:»
between the uopet and lower tem perature limits T„ a n d  I .
2 1
The equation iai=
Q >= Acr- T4
The Taylor expansion is
! a rr Ao- T + 4 An T « T
B S
M e t h o d 1 
Methad 2
* &
[- •
T T
FIGURE A ,1;
1 s 2
LINEARIZATION OF THE HEAT RADIATION EQUATION
The greater the d i s t a n r e n-f T from T the greater the error ,
s
This is an acceptable technique when T Is the steady state
temperature and T always returns to An a 1 ternative
technique to always keep the error Id a minimum for 
temperature within T ^ to T follows:
any
METHOD TWO! THE LEAST BQUARED ERROR
This is based on minimising the mean squared error over the 
interval T^ to T,^
4 9
E - , f Acr- T “ Ao-- (mT t 0) > dT
/
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i;ij Require d E / ti m - O and dp/dr d
Par the error t a be minimi Bed
c? V >,
F = (T_, i"? Tm 'T_, , A 1% iT._ T 1/5
+ imT ,v f i ; / tm ( m T ^ -t i ) " ?m
l A. 1 )
dE = " I T *  t e‘ i ' T t <n,T + i »“ T , m
dm
i m ’T ^  + i ; t ! m
(A.: i
dE  ^ r ^ + imT, 4 , m
dc 1
( m r + ( 
1
(A.3)
Equ at io ns (A. 2) and ■ A . 7 '* are t wc equat i of*v. i h  t wo unknowns. 
The variables m and c: can be • c . .ed -for i r. terms uP and
T l.
. The linearized v er ?. i nr n t the heat radiation equation is
then
Q ~ A a - 'mT + r )
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APPENDIX B DERIVATION OF THE CASCADED CEl L MODEL FROM 
THE SINGLE CELL MODEL
The cell equations fnr the division wall and the ut,"rew wall 
are: -
Xd 1 “ Kd i Xd i -1 4 f'd i  ^i * fdi . ---   — ---- 1 B * 11
X.l ‘ Kb, Xmi., ’ H=, ' . * % ,   - -   —  ‘S-2 ’
The cascaded cell models for the division wall and the screw 
wall are:
0
Xd9 G kd^ Kd8 lK d"’ hd I Xd0 + hd*’ Hd 1 - ii
= < I - , , I - T ) -------------------- (B.3,
*s, = "s, "s8 I "si \ 0  + 'i =-’5
+ ( I - K 3 ) ( I - H , 1 F T ) (B. 4)
b 7 s T  a b  ; ----- — ---------------
S which equals S,_ so d9
an d (B .4 1
*dl = < "dl "dl ' *91 " ' "si "si'
Kd9 K dS ” Kd98
Bl XsO *
7
must bm
) K
Ua9B 1
k t98 
kd9g
9 a 1 4 9al 5
9t 14 9t 13
9 d 14 9 dl3
: Nb 1
T S )
o so
0 )
9d95 9 d 96
j ka98
s9 K b 6' s98 k 198 
ks98
| 9al4 9 al 5
" MSl 9tl4 9t.lS
( 9 b 14 9 b 1S
( n "
^ 1 6  ^
where M, .d l
"dl = < ° ° 9dl6
Also X = (Q   T S Jrt )T50 aa a  jld o d9
Ua98 “ <9a94 9 a?5 ° ’ k t98 ™ (gt94 9 t95 ° ’
kd9B ” <9d94 g  > Us9B “ '9s94 9 b 95 9b 96)
j. ■l^BDHieKlRABAl
APPENDIX B
/ ii Then 
X ,9 = K3»8 1 Kb7 "at i ?a“ i * K-
( o  i
* ^  «*-> H. Y’ -. * ' ‘ "1 =3
"s, Sd,
) f I
(B. 5)
Sd9 " kd98 1 < 7  Md! *D) * h,i- N«ii bd=‘ Kd:= Hd T:
1 &
+ ( I - K" ) ( I ) F\ Td b (B. 6)
Substituting equation (B.6) into equation (B .5) yields :
Q
*59 ” H g98 I  ^ ' M t, 1 4 N =31 l<dS>e H d*’ M d 1 ’
.ao
+ KS"’ N S1 kd98 Kd-' Nd 1 Bdo
+ "<s? "si kd,8 i 1 =5 s 7-1
+ < "s? "si kd,8 ' I d?
( i > ( i F i
B
(B»7)
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APPENDIX C THE I TST OF POINTS USED FROM THE LOGGED DATA
1—
Point No Point Description Purpose
Requi red 
by
Var iab1e
NA10FQ02 Division wall flow 
rate (mass)
Obtain enthalpy 
f 1ow rate Sdo
NA10T0C4 Division wall inlet 
temperature
Look up enthalpy 
in b team tables
Sdo
NA10P002 Division wall inlet 
pressure
Look up enthalpy 
in steam tablets Sdo
NA1 OF 002 Evaporator flow rate 
(mass)
Obtain enthalpy 
flow rate 3,9'
NA21T007 Evaporator outlet 
temperature
Look up enthalpy 
in steam tab 1es Ss9
NA21P004 Evaporator outlet 
pressure
Look up enthalpy 
in steam tables Ss9
NSOlTOOi Secondary air 
temperature
-
Tb
NR11TOO1 Screw wall outlet/ 
upper part inlet 
• •4-1-ue gas temperature
Flue gas enthalpy 
flaw rf te k temp
NR11T007 Flue gas upper part 
outlet temperature
Flue gas enthalpy 
f 1 ow r ate-
T9,Qa9
a v.-: 
...NMOEC.OJ, •
■ »
-.Mill A feeder f low 
rate
..
Fc 7
NN20FC01 Mill B feeder flow 
rate
w FC3
NM30FC01 Mill C feeder flow 
rate
-
FcS
NM40FC01 Mill D feeder flow 
rate
-
Fc 6
NM50FC01
i
Mill E feeder flow 
rate.
— Fc 2
NM6DFC01 
. :
Mill, F feeder flow 
hate*
: ( , i - ' ;
■ 4eveil A di It flow r&ye
'raM  ■■ • V . ' - -
Fc4
tfgged V;
v. •'
Fo 7
v % ' ; ;
Level oil flow 'rate 
"r@.te %
■ - ■; • Fo 3
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Point No Point Desc ription Purpoae
Requi red 
by
Variable
HandLogged Leve 1 
rate
C oil flow rate -
F o 5
Hand
Logged aeve 1 
rate
D oil f 1ow rate -
F o 6
Hand
Logged Level
rate
E oil t 1ow rate -
Fo 2
(jogged Leve 1 
rate
F oil f 1ow rate -
F o 4
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APPENDIX D THE IMSL ROUTINES
The Fortran programme written, to determine the transfer 
•function mode 1 of equation (3.14), has the task of 
transferring the correct data to and from the library routine 
FTWENX„ The programme specification for FTWENX is included 
in this appendix Many other library routines are required
to enable FTWENX to run. These are considered to be of
secondary importance and hence no programme specification is 
supplied.
• KV-,
*- ■ » S* tf-ef -««# •««. « I»:t- T« »'?'.» *1 {’,*«•. .5 "*• ■
».Page :D. 1
IMSL ROUTINE NAME - FTVJENX
PURPOSE
USAGE
ARGUMENTS
-  MAXIMUM LIK ELIH O O D  PARAMETER ESTIMATES FOR A
MULTICHANNEL, SINGLE OUTPUT TIM E S E R IE S  
MODEL
-  r'ALL FTWENX (X , I X , NS, LS , I P , LAG, ID ,  R, I R ,  T , PMAC,
W K ,IER )
X -  INPUT MATRIX OF DIMENSION LS BY NS CONTAINING
NS TIM E S E R IE S , OF WHICH X ( * , 1 )  IS  THE BASE 
TIME SERIES OR OUTPUT CHANNEL.
IX  -  INPUT ROW DIM ENSION OF THE MATRIX X EXACTLY
AS S P E C IF IE D  IN  THE DIM ENSION STATEMENT IN  
THE CALLING PROGRAM.
NS -  INPUT NUMBER OF T IM E  S E R IE S . NS MUST BE
GREATER THAN OR EQUAL TO ONE.
LS -  INPUT LENGTH OF EACH TIM E S E R IE S .
LS MUST BE GREATER THAN OR EQUAL TO ONE.
IP  -  INPUT VECTOR OF LENGTH NS. IP  ( I )  CONTAINS THE
NUMBER OF REGRESSIVE PARAMETERS ( IN  THE 
DIFFERENCED FORM OF THE MODEL) ASSOCIATED  
WITH TIM E SERIES I ,  1 = 1 , 2 .  . . ^ . N S .  JTP ( I )
MUST BE GREATER THAN OR EQUAL TO "ZERO FOR 
1 = 1 , 2 , . . . , N S .
LAG -  INPUS VECTOR OF LENGTH NS. LAG ( I )  CONTAINS THE
LAG OF TIM E SERIES I  WITH RESPECT TO THE
BASE TIM E S E R IE S . LAG ( I )  MUST BE GREATER 
THAN ZERO FOR 1 = 1 , 2 , . . . , NS.
NOTE THAT LS MUST BE GREATER THAN OR EQUAL TO 
THE MAXIMUM OF ( LAG( I ) + I P ( I ) )
FOR 1 = 1 , 2 , . . . , N S .
ID  -  INPUT VECTOR OF LENGTH NS. I F  ID  ( I )  = 0 ,
THE TIM E SERIES I  IS  TO BE TRANSFORMED BY
REMOVING THE MEAN. IF  I D ( I )  IS  P O S IT IV E ,
TIME SERIES I  I f ,  DIFFERENCED ID  ( I )  T IM E S .
NO TRANSFORMATION IS  A PPLIED IF  I D ( I )
I S  NEG ATIVE. 1 = 1 , 2 , . . . , NS.
R -  WORK AREA MATRIX OF DIMENSION L BY L WHERE L
EQUALS THE SUM OF I P ( I ) ,  1 = 1 , . . . , NS.
IR  -  INPUT ROW DIMENSION OF THE MATRIX R EXACTLY
AS S P E C IF IE D  IN  THE DIMENSION STATEMENT IN  
IN  THE CALLING PROGRAM.
T -  OUTPUT VECTOR OF LENGTH N CONTAINING
PARAMETER ESTIMATES 0? THE UNDIFFERENCED  
MODEL FORM, WHERE N EQUALS THE SUM OF 
IP  ( I )  AND THE MAXIMUM OF ( 0 , I D ( I ' ) ,
FOR 1 = 1 , . . , ,NS.
THE PARAMETER ESTIMATES FOR THE F IR S T  TIME  
SERIES ARE CONTAINED IN  T ( 1)  , T (2)  , . . . ,
T ( I P  (D +M A X  (0 , ID  (1 ) ) ) . THE PARAMETER 
ESTIMATES FOR THE SECOND TIM E SER IES ARE 
CONTAINED IN  T ( I 4 l ) , T ( 1 + 2 ) , . . . ,
T ( I  + IP  (2 ) +MAX ( 0 , 1,0(2)  ) ) , WHERE 
I= IP  (D +M A X  (0 , ID  (1 ) ) .
FTWENX-1
PMAC
WK
IE R
PRECISION/HARDWARE
REQD. IM SL ROUTINES 
NOTATION
THE PARAMETER ESTIMATES FOR T IM E  S E R IE S  NS 
ARE CONTAINED IN  T (J + l )  , T ( J + 2 ) , . . . ,
T (J + IP  (NS) + M A X ( 0 , I D ( N S ) ) )  , WHERE 
J = I P ( N S - 1 ) +MAX( 0 , I D ( N S - 1 ) ) .
-  OUTPUT MOVING AVERAGE CONSTANT IN  THE
UNDIFFERENCED MODEL.
-  WORK AREA VECTOR OF LENGTH NS+L,W HERE
L EQUALS THE SUM OF IP  ( I ) , I - - 1 , , NS .
~ ERROR PARAMETER. (OUTPUT)
TERMINAL ERROR
IE R = 129  IN DICATES AN ERROR OCCURRED IN  
IM SL ROUTINE L E Q T lF .
IE R = 130  INDICATES THAT ONE OF I P ( I )  f L A G ( I ) , 
I X , N S ,  OR LS WAS OUT OF RANGE.
-  SINGLE AND DOUBLE/H32
-  S IN G L E /H 3 6 ,H 48 , H60
-  FTCRXY, L E Q T lF , LUDATF, LUELMF, HERTST, U G E TIO
-  INFORMATION ON SPECIAL NOTATIC AND
CONVENTIONS IS  AVAILABLE IN  THE MANUAL 
INTRODUCTION OR THROUGH IM S L  R O U TIN E  UHELP
REMARKS IN P IC K IN G  S IG N IF IC A N T LAGS, CROSS-VARIANCE S TU D IE S  
AVAILABLE FROM IMSL ROUTINES FTCROS AND FTFREQ MIGHT  
BE USED.
NOTE THAT THE STRUCTURE OF FTWENX APPARENTLY ALLOWS 
ONLY PARAMETER ESTIMATION AT LAGS BY EACH O THER. TH IS  
MAY BE EXTENDED AS IN  THE FOLLOWING EXAMPLE;
SUPPOSE THAT TWO PARAMETERS ARE DESIRED W ITH S E R IE S  
Z AT LAGS 5 AND 1 0 . TIME SERIES Z SHOULD BE INCLUDED  
TWICE IN MATRIX X . F IR S T IN  COLUMN ONE OF MATRIX X 
WITH IP  ( 1 ) = 1  AND LAG ( 1 ) = 5  AND AGAIN IN  COLUMN 2 
WITH I P ( 2 ) = 1  AND LAG( 2 ) = 1 0 .
A lg o r ith m
T h is  r o u t in e  c a lc u la t e s  th e  maximum l i k e l i h o o d  e s t im a t e s  o f  t h e  r e g r e s ­
s iv e  p a ra m e te rs  i n  a m u l t i - i n p u t ,  s in g le  o u tp u t  t im e  s e r i e s  m o d e l.
F i r s t  each  t im e  s e r ie s  i s  tra n s fo rm e d  as in d ic a t e d  i n  v e c t o r - ID  to  make 
each s e r i e s  s t a t i o n a r y .  N e x t, th e  n o rm a l e q u a t io n s  a r e  fo r m e d  and  
s o lv e d . F i n a l l y ,  PMAC i s  c a lc u la t e d ,  and p a r a m e te r  e s t im a t e s  c o r r e s ­
p o n d in g  to  s e r ie s  w h ere  I D ( M )  is  p o s i t i v e  a r e  u n d i f f e r e n c e c .
The case  NS=3 i s  u s e d  to  i l l u s t r a t e  th e  fo rm  o f  th e  m o d e l a n d  p a ra m e te r  
usage .
Let
w X(*,l) Pw = IP(1) Lv =
L A G (1) Dw == MAX (0,,ID(1) )
Y - X(*,2)
py =
IP(2)
Ly
LAG(2)
Dy s
= MAX (0,,ID(2) )
Z = X(*,'3) . p =z IP (3) Lz = L AG(3) D z a= M A X (0,,13(3) )
FTWENX-2
hen th e  u n d i f f e r e n c e d  p r e d i c t i v e  fo rm  o f  th e  m odel i s :
PMAC +
6i  Yt - L y + l ~ i
P +D
i = l
w h ere  4p +D
Z Zw w
o u tp u t  v e c t o r  T.
T h is  may be e a s i l y  e x t e n d e d  t o  any caso fo r  g e n e r a l  N S . N o t e  t h a t  P =0  
; a v a i l a b l e .  w
See r e f e r e n c e s :
1. B o x , G. E . P.  and J e n k in s , G. K . ,  Time S e r i e s  A n a l y s e ~  ; F o r e c a s t i n  
and C o n t r o l , H o l d e n - D a y , San F r a n c i s c o ,  1 9 7 0 .
2.  R o b in s o n, E. A . , M u lt i c h ann e l  Tim e Ser i e s  An a l y s i s  Wi ~^h D i g i t a l  
C om puter P r o g r a m s , H o l d e n - D a y , San F r a n c i s c o , 19 6 7 .
G i sen a m u l t i - i n p u t ,  s i n g l e  o u tp u t  t im e  s e r i e s  m o d e l , we w H n t  t o  c a l c u ­
l a t e  th e  maximum l i k e l i h o o d  e s t i m a t e s  0 'c t h e  r e g r e s s i v e  p a — a n e t e r s . We 
can p r o c e e d  as f o l l o w s :
In p u t :
"NTEGER I X , NS, L S , I P (2)  , LAG(2)  , ID  (2)  , I R , I E R
^EAL X(10,2),R(3,3),T(3),PMAC,WK(5)
Exam ple
X
3. 0.
1. 1.
0 . 2 .
0. 4.
3. 5.
5. 3.
4. 2.
2. 0.
1 . 2 .
0 . 2 .
IX
NS
LS
IP
= 10 
=  2 
= 10 
= (2 ,1 )
F T W E N X - 3
Then  th e  u n d i f f e r e n c e d  p r e d i c t i v e  fo rm  o f  t h e  m ode l  i s :
t - L  + l - i
P z+Dz
i=l
w h ere  ( 6P +D ' ^ ’l
y y
o u t p u t  v e c t o r  T
T h is  may be e a s i l y  e x te n d e d  t o  any case f o r  g e n e r a l  NS. N o t e  t h a t  P =0  
i a v a i l a b l e .  w
See r e f e r e n c e s :
1. B o x , G. E. P. and J e n k i n s , G . M . , Time S e r i e s  A n a l y s i . - ; F o r e c a s t i n g
and C o n t r o l , H o l d e n - D a y , San F r a n c i s c o ,  1 9 7 0 .
2. R o b in s o n , E. A. , Mul t l c h a n n e l  Time r • : An a l y s i s  Wi o h  D i g i t a l
Computer P r o g r a m s , H o ld e n - D a y ,  San o , 1 9 6 7 .
G iven  a m u l t i - i n p u t ,  s i n g l e  o u t p u t  t im e  s e r i e s  m o d e l , we w a n t  t o  c a l c u ­
l a t e  th e  maximum l i k e l i h o o d  e s t i m a t e s  o f  th e  r e g r e s s i v e  p a r a m e t e r s .  We 
can p r o c e e d  as f o l l o w s :
I n p u t :
-NTEGER I X , NS, L S , I P ( 2 ) , LAG( 2 ) , I D ( 2 ) , I R , I E R
.vEAL X ( 1 0 , 2 ) , R ( 3 , 3 ) , T ( 3 ) ,  PMAC, WK (5)
Example
X
3. 0.
1. 1.
0. 2.
0. 4.
3. 5.
5. 3.
4. 2.
2. 0.
1. 2.
0 . 2 .
IX
NS
LS
IP
10
2
10
(2 ,1)
FTWENX-3
LAG = ( 1 , 2 )
I D  = ( 0 , 0 )
IR  = 3
CALp FTWENX (X,IX,NS,LS,1P,LAG,ID,R,IR,T,PMAC,WK,IER)
END
O u t p u t :
T = ( - 2 . 7 3 2 4 , 0 . 9 9 0 3 6 , 3 . 7 0 6 6 )
PMAC = - 2 . 5 7 4 1
IE R  = 0
Then t h e  f i t t e d  model i s
w,. = -2.5741 - 2.7324w^_^ + 0. 99036w^_2 + 3. 7066y^
where w and y correspond to X ( M )  and X(*,2), respectively
:n x-4
I i
APPENDIX E THE DATA FILES AND THEIR CONTENTS
NAME COLUMN VARIABLE HOW DERIVED
DATUS1.DAT I t Time reference
2 s_,d o Entered
3
Ss9 Entered
4 Ss? Sdo + °'S*<Sg,-S^)
5 T? Entered
6
Q a7 Entered
7 T 9 Entered
8 Entered
9 Ts Entered
10 °a7 Oa;-F c234567*7'6
11 Qao 0a;-Fc234567*7'6
DATUS2.DAT 1 t Time reference
2
F c 2 Entered / 3.6
3 Fc 3 Entered / 3.6
4
Fc 4 Entered / 3.6
5
FcS Entered / 3.6
6
FC6 Ent er<?d / 3.6
7
Fc 7 Entered / 3.6
8
Fc 23 FC2 + Fi3
9
Fc 45 F:4 + Fc5
10
Fc 67 Fc6 + FC7
1 1 F
c234 Fc2 + Fc3 + Fc4
12 F
i=567 FCS + FC6 + Fc?
13
F(= 1 234 567 F + F C234 C567
APPENDIX E
NAME COLUMN VARIABLE HOW DERIVED
DATUS3.DAT 1 t T i me?
2 F
o2
Entered # 0,2833
3 ^ 3 Entered * 0,2833
4 Fo 4 Entered * 0,2833
5 FoS Entered * 0,2833
6
Fo 6 Entered -X- 0,2833
Fo 7 Entered # 0,2833
8 Fo23 Fo 2 + Fo 3
9 F
o45 Fo4 + Fo 5
10 F
o67 Fo 6 + Fo 7
1 1 F0234 Fd 2 + Fo 3 + Fd 4
12 F0567 Fo 5 + Fo 6 + Fo 7
13 Fo234567 Fo 234 + F0567
Page E.2
APPENDIX F THE MULTIPLICATION OF SPECIFIC MATRIX FORMS
t h e o r e m :
A
p r o o f :
Any two matrices of the form
( ; x O )
| x x 0 | when multiplied
1 x x x )
together yield a matarix of the same form,
Let A 
where
B
D
Then
B C
D E
A A =
1 % I =1 I ( »2 =2
*192+ C^Dz B ^ z +  C^Ez
»lBz+ E^Dz DiCz+ E^Ez
But C 1 = C0 = ( 0 0 ) T
therefore
A A I "l °
A, 2 - ( DiBz+ E^Dz E^ Ez
Page F.l
APPENDIX G -^MINING THE MATRIX Ks98
It is necessary to „o 1ve a system of the form
K B (G. 1 )
where
K -=
a2 i
a l a 2 j j bl bg |
a3 a4
B = ( bz bg
a5 a6
'
bs b& |
1 1 U2 ° |
k 3 k 4 0 )
k5 k 6 k? 1
U6
are unknown. The t uation (G.l) may
:he f o 1 lowing r-quat ions
| k l k 2 ) (G.
k 3 K 4 1 ! b3 b 4 j
+ k? < bg )
Both these equations may be rearranged as shown!
I
b_ b . — - -- -------
1 s
I I „ u
. ! a -
3 4 | a_ a3 4
(G. 3)
(G. 4 )
( ( a , k-, kg ) ( *6 k? b* ) > bl bz 
bg b.
(G.5)
The LHS of equations (G.4) and (G.5) yield the unknown terms 
of K .
Page G ,1
APPENDIX H DETERMINING THE MATRIX H _ B
It is necessary to solve the equation (H.l) where and
are unknown but related as given below.
= K H
where
G =
91 ^2
g3 g4
96
hl h2
h3 h 4
Xh5 Xh6
0 0
1 a 0 0
u i k2
h l h2
H = 
S h3 h4
h5 h6
(H.l)
0
0
X = 0,4
K may be written as
K H = 
d
0
0
k!
0
0
k2
(H. 2)
Where
( k
hl h2 
h3 h4
( h„
Equation (H.l) may be viritten as
91 g2 { hl h2
93 94 * h3 h4
g5 g6 1 *1+ ^5 h6 1 
(H. 3
Equation (H .3)
Only h_ and5 a
equations (H.2) and (H.3)
allows h ^ to h ^ to be determined directly.
remain undetermined. Consider again
< + h' , ,
or
1 k l k2 1 h l h2 
h3 h4
* k3 11 h5 h6 1 * ' h5 h4
' kl h2 ' hl h2 
h3 \
(H.4)
Page H ,I
APPENDIX I DETERMINING THE MATRIX Ka?
The matrix KE
the form
has to be determined from two equations of
M,
where
K
X K H
s?
, 4
' S7
H
H
(I . 1 )
m i m 2 "l "2
M ^ = m3 m4 N l  = "3 "4
m5 1 1 "5 "6
0 0 0 ) j 9 1 9 2 °
X = 0 0 0 "s? = 93 94 °
"1 x2 X3 1 1 9S 9 6 97
hl h2 | j hl h2
Hd - h3 h4
H = 
s h 3 h4
Xh5 X h^ j 1 h5 h6
The matrices X K
4
ands7 X K ^ have s7 the form
* *S7 =
0 0 0 )
0 0 
z z
0
Z )
where Z is any transfer
(1 .2 )
(1.3)
Let K I H 
57 s and K 5 7 have the following forms
I<s7"s = Q ^3 P 4
P4 P5
(1.4)
Consideration of (I .1) to (1.4) gives
<1 ^2 
93 94
and nt n2 
n3 h4
Pi "2
P3 P4
This arises out of the mostly zero matrix of equation (1.3) 
It also follows that
0 = P
Page I.1
APPENDIX I
nr
9l 92 °
9] 9, 0
9s 9^ 9.
Pi P2 
P3 P4
f r om equati on (1.5) g i ves
q l qj i 1 P 1 P2 j"'
q3 % ! 1 P3 P4 1
(1.4)
(1.6)
9? *57 is a 1 readv known. It only remains to -find
9 5 and g(
Let
Kb 7 Hd
r r _
1 2
r _ r
3 4
r r
5 6
'1.7)
Sir_e the form of K _ is the same as that for K _ and since
s7
H. is similar to H it can be shown that d s
s7
ri r 2 
r3 %
(1 .8 )
Substituting R and P into (1.1) and (1.2) gives
Mi = X R f P (1.9)
and
N. X R + P (I.10)
Consider and in equation (1.9)
( m_ m, ) 5 6 ' "l *2 9l 9z
93 9 4
Pi Pz
P3 P 4
* *3 < 95 9^ ' | Pi Pz
I P3 P4
+ * 3 9 7 <  ^ 5  r *  )
P 1 P - 
P 3 P 4
+ 9, ( P5 P* >
Page 1.2
< *1 *2 ' | 9l 92 | | ?! Pg
I 93 9, I I P3 P,
+ 9? ( *3 ( rg ) + ( pg
+ < 95 9a ' < *3 + 1 ' | Pi Pz
I P 3 P,
(1 ,1 1 )
Similarly -for equation (I. 10)
' "5 "a ) = < *i *2 ' | Pi Pz |
I Pj P4 I
+ X3 ( r5 r6 1 + ( P 5 P6 5______ (1.12)
Re-arranging equations (I.11) and (1.12) gives
' %  g6 1 ' ! 1 ”5 ”6 ‘ ' 1 X1 x2 ’ J 91 92 I j P 1 p2 1
I 9 3 94 M  P 3 P4 I
‘ 97 ( X3' "S r6 ’ * ‘ p5 P < 1 1 !  ---1 —  I P 1 p2 I"
' ^  + 1 ‘ I p3 p 4 I
____________________________ (I.13)
and
*3 ' ^3 ) + ( P5 Pa ) = ( "g "a ' - ' *1 *2 ' | P 1 P2 |
I P3 P4 I
 ____________________________ (I. 14)
Substituting equation (1.14) into equation (1.13) gives
' ^5 9* ' = f  "5 " 6  ' - < *1 * 2  ' | 9i 9 3  | | Pi j
I 93 9, | I p3 P4 I
- g , ( <  ng. ) - ( X i  X g  ) | p ^  p ^  | ^-------1 _  ( p ^  P g  T
t ) ( x., + 1 ) ( )
I P3 P4 I = I P3 P4 I
____________________________ (I.15)
APPENDIX J DETERMINING THE MATRIX F
B
The er nation to be solved has the form
M
where
M
= X K F K F
m l ( 0 0 0
m2 X 0 0 0
m 3 1 xi X2 X
0
0
k.
X-f3
The unknowns are + 
Consider m .
and f
or
Similarly 
m_ «
and in equation
m 1
m.
(J.l)
m
ID,
( X 1
( X
•= ( x
kl k2 
U3 k3
k l k 2 
^3 ^4
( k.
+ 1 |
f2 !
+ < kc
•f , )
(J. 2)
k7 >
+ S '  k5 \  S  ' Fd
k7 > F.
( k.
U6 1 < »3 * 1 1
.(J. 3)
1 V  ’■s * ,3 * *3
Page J.1
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APPENDIX J
Re-ar rang ing
~  v - - 7 - - ' ' i ■- ■
- ( kg k^ l ( f, I l + l )
I *2 I
  ( J . 3)
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APPENDIX K GRAPHS 'OF THE INPUTS AND OUTPUTS CONSIDERED IN 
SECTION 5.3.1
The list of graphs appearing in this Appendix is given below,
throughout the time per i o<
( The variables plotted in
The inputs F and F were zero i d 
c4 c6
of interest and are not included 
each graph appear in brackets.)
OIL FLOW RATES FOR EACH BURNER LEVEL 
' ^02' ^03' ^04' ^05' ^ 6 '  ^ 7  '
GRAPH 1:
GRAPH 2: COAL FLOW RATE FOR MILL E
< F c 2  >
GRAPH 3: COAL FLOW RATE FOR MILL B
< F c 3  >
GRAPH 4: COAL FLOW RATE FOR MILL C
( F c 5  >
GRAPH 5: COAL FLOW RATE FOR MILL A
< F c 7  >
GRAPH 6: SECONDARY AIR TEMPERATURE
( Ts >
GRAPH 7: STEAM ENTHALPY FLOW RATE AT THE DIVISION
WALL INLET
< Sdo '
GRAPH B: FLUE GAS ENTHALPY FLOW RATE AT THE EXIT
OF THE 9TH CELL
< '
GRAPH 9: FLUE GAS ENTHALPY FLOW RATE AT THE EXIT
OF THE 7TH CELL
( 0a7 »
GRAPH 10: FLUE GAS TEMPERATURE AT THE EXIT OF THE
9TH CELL
( t9 )
GRAPH 11! FLUE GAS TEMPERATURE AT THE EXIT OF THE
7TH CELL
< T7 >
GRAPH 12: STEAM ENTHALPY FLOW RATE AT THE
EVAPORATOR EXIT 
' S;9 '
GRAPH 13: STEAM ENTHALPY FLOW RATE AT THE EXIT OF
THE 7TH CELL
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